
-we begin this story as a distress call happens- 

 

Becca; Well crap. I was hoping this would be a quiet night. 

 

Levi: damn it -grabs his saber and jumps out the window onto his 

motorcycle- 

 

Joey; damn it! I wanted to turn in early tonight -runs out the door- 

 

Jc: this sucks balls! I'm gonna my show -hurries off- 

 

Lance: yay! -runs- 

 

Chris: here we go again! -jumps out of his window as one big ball of 

fire- 

 

-they all make it to the source of the call, Becca making sure to keep 

to the shadows- 

 

-Levi is standing off in the shadows, high up on a building waiting- 

 

Levi: where are you...? 

 

inner Becca; Crap. It's those other guys. I recognize the fast one, I had 

a scuffle with him a few months back. But the others I don't know. 

 



-Levi stands on the edge of the building, leaning over it and watching 

the streets. he sees off in the distance a fire ball, an ice ball, a man 

running on all fours at a fast pace, and  a young man running at super 

speeds- 

 

Lance: What's going on!? 

 

Levi: something is up -he jumps down the building and lands on the 

ground unharmed- why are all of you here? 

 

Jc: Should we not be? We got a distress call. 

 

Levi: this isn't right -Levi stands there, his eyes closed- 

 

Chris: come on slayer i see you over there! 

 

Joey; I don't see anything wrong 

 

Becca: Damn -comes out of the alley- 

 

Levi: no its... -Levi opens his eyes, and suddenly he jumps in the air as 

darts fly past- its a set up! -he whips out his saber- 

 

-they hear the sounds of punches being thrown and Becca yelling- 

 

Jc: Bring it on! -duplicates into about ten of him- 

 



-Levi is basically hitting the darts away from him- 

 

Lance; Lets do this -starts dodging the darts- 

 

-Chris goes fiery and flies around them trying to trap them so the 

darts don't hit them- 

 

-Justin freezes the darts and they hit the ground and shatter- 

 

Lance: AARGH! -rips dart out of shoulder. his walking becomes 

wobbly- 

 

Levi: fuck -Levi uses the force, stopping the darts in mid air in front of 

him but one of them comes from behind him and hits the back of his 

neck. he falls to the ground- damn it 

 

-his vision gets fuzzy and his mind clouded- 

 

Joey; Ow! -he steps on one and falls over on top of Lance who is on the 

ground- 

 

-Chris stops flying around, smiling thinking he won, then is hit- 

 

-same with Justin- 

 

Jc 1: ow 

 



Jc 2: ow 

 

Jc 3: WEEEE! ow 

 

Jc 4: ow 

 

-this continues until all the Jc's are on the ground, and then they go 

back into the original Jc- 

 

-Becca is unconscious in the alley- 

 

-they are all bagged up and thrown into a truck- 

 

-a few hours later- 

 

Becca; uh... 

 

Joey; ow. oh god damn it, my head hurts 

 

Jc: Owie. 

 

Levi: oh man... -opens his eyes slowly- where am i? i can't think... -the 

dart clouded his mind and he wasn't able to do anything with his 

powers- 

 

Lance; WHY THE HELL WON'T MY CLAWS WORK!? 

 



Levi: our powers have been shut off temporarily 

 

Becca; This is worse than my eighteenth birthday. 

 

-Levi stands up but then falls to the ground- 

 

Becca; What's going on? 

 

Levi: i can't move -his body was paralyzed because the special cells in 

his body for the force were paralyzed- the force... i can't use it 

 

-Levi is lying there completely useless- 

 

Levi: i hate darts like those 

 

Jc: why do you think we're here? 

 

Joey; weren't those government guys who shot us? 

 

Levi: it was the FBI. i wasn't able to sense anything else 

 

Becca; At least it wasn't someone else. The FBI I could handle. Now we 

just need to get out of this building. 

 

Levi: i can't move until this poison wears off. from what i can get from 

what is happening to me, it won't be for another hour or so 

 



Lance: From the looks of it none of us really can. Chris? Justin? You 

two okay? 

 

Chris: meh i feel so cold! 

 

Justin: i feel hot! 

 

Levi: none of our bodies are in their normal state 

 

-the door opens and a man in black enters- 

 

Levi: did you have fun shooting us? 

 

Man: Hardly. But it was the only way to get all of you here I'm afraid. 

 

Joey: bull. 

 

Man; oh don't play dumb. We all know you all are rivals. 

 

Jc: freak you knocked out ten of me! after three of me you were just 

having too much fun. if you hit the real me first they all would have 

went down 

 

Man: We had difficulty telling you apart. Now if you will all listen to 

me I will explain. 

 



Levi: i am not rivals with anyone. I'm just trying to make mankind 

better off 

 

Man: My name is Mr. Jones. Now you are all here because of your 

unique abilities. the FBI wants you all to team up and become part of 

a new branch of law enforcement. 

 

Becca; Whatever. 

 

Levi: i can't work with anyone because they are all stubborn humans 

who become too selfish in their ways 

 

Man: And so you think that you are above them? Then why do you 

try to save them. now you will work with us. Whether you like it or 

not. 

 

Levi: i save them because it is what needs to be done. i just can't get 

along in a team 

 

Man: I'm sure we can work something out. Now you will all be taken 

to your quarters. I suggest you all rest up. Its going to be a long day 

tomorrow. 

 

Levi: your gonna have to drag me -Levi was lying on his side 

completely still- 

 



Man: We are prepared to do that -claps his hands and guards go into 

the room pick them all up and take them away- 

 

-later on- 

 

-everyone has recovered from being paralyzed- 

 

Lance; This sucks. 

 

-Levi is sitting in his room, a simple red room with a black bed, black 

desk, and black dresser- 

 

-he is meditating- 

 

Joey: There's not even a computer in here. WAA! 

 

-Becca is pounding on the door trying to get out- 

 

inner Levi: all i wish is for me to have my laptop and light saber kept 

in my room 

 

-his saber was gone- 

 

-they can hear Becca pounding away in her room- 

 

Lance; Why can't that stupid girl just realize that it's pointless to 

fight. 



 

Jc; Cause she's like that.  

 

-Lance and Jc share a room- 

 

-meanwhile Justin and Chris are sleeping- 

 

-Becca finally gives up and goes to sleep- 

 

-the next day- 

 

Jones; Alright. Now while you do these training exercises for us to 

test the limits of your powers, i want you to start breaking the ice 

with each other. Are we clear? 

 

Levi: yes -he is calm- 

 

Jc; yeah 

 

Joey: uh huh 

 

Lance; Reluctantly, yes 

 

Becca; -spits on floor- 

 

Justin: yes sir 

 



Chris: ditto 

 

Jones; Very well, begin. 

 

-they start- 

 

-Lance is mainly watching how fast Levi is moving and all the abilities 

he can do, including his power to send electricity out of his hands, and 

he stays calm through out the whole trial- 

 

-Becca is glaring at everyone and fighting off every single guy who 

comes near her- 

 

-Joey is doing brain exercises- 

 

Jc: Hey Chris? You think that blond chick is cute? I heard her and 

Joey got in to a full out fight a few months ago. 

 

Chris: i remember that. i also heard that Levi had to step in telling 

them we are not rivals and we are not partners. just go and do your 

own thing. 

 

Jc: Yeah. But you have to admit she's hot when she's pissed. 

 

Chris: yeah. she's just like me only she isn't on fire 

 

-Levi puts his saber away- 



 

-the walls begin to shake as Levi rips out the lights from the ceiling, 

them all falling on the bad guys and Levi smiles- 

 

Levi: WE ARE DONE! -is pitch black- 

 

Becca: Nice work -punches guy who was sneaking up on her- 

 

Levi: i was getting bored -Levi's shirt was ripped and his arm was cut 

open- 

 

Lance: Still that's impressive 

 

Jc: Do that again! 

 

Levi: um..... there aren't anymore lights left. why do you think its 

pitch black? 

 

Jc: aw... 

 

Chris: here -Chris fires up- damn this place is a wreck! 

 

Joey: Don't worry about him. 

 

Jones: -claps- well done, all of you. you can wander the grounds as 

you please now. 

 



-Levi walks from the room, his arm basically covered in blood now- 

 

Levi: where is the first aid? 

 

Jones: Down the hall and to the left. 

 

-Levi nods and jogs down there- 

 

-Becca goes down to her room. Jc walks off letting Chris stare at his 

ass. Joey wanders around for a while. Lance just goes to sleep. Justin 

and Chris wander around together- 

 

-Levi goes to the roof meditating- 

 

Joey: So what do you guys think about this whole thing? 

 

Justin/Chris: weird 

 

Joey; Yeah. I've got a wife and little girl at home. Brianna's probably 

wondering where daddy went. 

 

Chris: poor kid. do they know about your super brain and speed? 

 

Joey; Yeah. I can't hide anything from Kelly. Sometimes i wonder if 

she's smarter than me. I think Brianna inherited some of my abilities. 

 

Justin: wouldn't surprise me 



 

Joey: What about you? You guys have any family? 

 

-they shake their heads- 

 

Justin: just brothers and parents 

 

Chris: sisters and a mom 

 

Joey: Do they know? 

 

-Chris nods but Justin shakes his head- 

 

Joey: They will find out eventually. Believe me. 

 

Justin: I'll let them find out on their own 

 

Joey: so what's your impression of the others here? 

 

Chris: Becca is angry and Jc's hot 

 

Justin: Levi is one hell of a character 

 

Joey; yeah. Slayer girl is a bit of a bitch. She was the one who threw 

the first punch at me. But it was probably my fault. Jc is an 

interesting guy and Levi... well... he's different. 

 



Justin: he's calm, that's what. he takes in everything and observes 

the situation in like a split second. he hides his emotions. I've seen 

Star Wars and they are alike 

 

Joey: yeah. I really just want to be done with all of this. Live a normal 

life. If i could get rid of my powers i would.  

 

Justin: I've wished that too but its just one of our gifts 

 

Joey: More like a curse for me. 

 

Chris: I've learned to live with them and live a normal life, but then 

again saving people when they need it isn't normal 

 

Joey: we should find a phone. Call our families. I want Kelly to know 

I'm alive. 

 

Chris: yeah come on. tell them we are in Switzerland or something -

walk off- 

 

-Joey follows- 

 

-they eventually find a phone and are able to get a hold of their 

families and tell them where they are, or at least that they won't be 

home for some time and that they are away- 

 



Joey:  Okay... I love you to Kelly. Bye -hangs up- She knows 

somethings up. 

 

Levi: what is going on down here? -Levi comes down his arm wrapped 

up and his t-shirt now changed- 

 

Justin: calling people 

 

Joey: Just calling our families and telling them we're alive. 

 

Chris: telling our families we won't be around for a while 

 

Levi: well i don't have to worry about that. i killed my family when i 

was five -he leans against the wall- so did Jones say anything else 

about what he wants us to do? 

 

-the guys stare at Levi for a few moments- 

 

Joey; not really, but i think we should start getting to know each 

other better. You know, get acquainted and at least make an effort to 

get along. 

 

Levi: well you know some things about me 

 

Chris: you have no family cause you killed them and your a bad ass 

super Jedi. what else is there? 

 



Levi: I'm only 18 and just out of high school. 

 

Chris: I'm just out of college 

 

Joey; i really feel like an old fart now 

 

Chris: turning 23 in October 

 

Joey; I've got a five year old daughter 

 

Justin: I'm 20 so... I'm trying to get my culinary arts degree and I 

want to open up a restaurant 

 

Joey; Cool. I fix peoples computers for a living. 

 

Chris: that's cool. i have a degree in psychology right now. not sure 

what else i want. i work at a radio station and i love it 

 

Joey: maybe you can be like Dr. Phil, only not a quack. 

 

Levi: he helps people, despite the fact he can be very dramatic and 

stuff 

 

Justin: what do you want to do with your life Levi? 

 

Levi: well I'm the baby here. just turned 18. i plan to go to college and 

try to get something in music. I'm pretty bad ass on the piano 



 

Joey: that's cool. My dad does do-wop sometimes. 

 

Levi: i write stories and music a lot, whenever i have the chance. who 

knows maybe I'll become a solo artist and write all my own shit 

 

Joey: I'd like to hear it sometimes. 

 

Levi: also you might not know this but - I'm a super hero too! 

 

-Justin laughs- 

 

Justin: why not be a comedian? 

 

-Becca is hiding behind a corner- 

 

Levi: i just do that so i can take out my emotions in a healthy way 

 

Joey: yeah. You'd fit in just fine. 

 

Levi: hey Becca what do you want to do? 

 

-he has his back to her and she didn't even make a sound. the others 

look around trying to find her- 

 

Justin: Levi, Becca isn't here 

 



Levi: I'm a Jedi. i sense her behind the corner 

 

Joey; Come on out slayer! 

 

Becca; damn -emerges- 

 

Chris: hi slayer! your name is nice 

 

Becca; Whatever. I just want to get out of here and go back to the way 

things were. 

 

Levi: your a pretty smart girl. what is your passion? music and 

writing like me? tech geek like Joey? psychology like Chris? cooking 

like Justin? or do you have something else? 

 

Becca; I don't have one. When you're like me you don't really have 

room for passions. 

 

Levi: hey I'm a superhero too and you don't see me looking like that 

 

Chris: but your a Jedi. you hide your emotions and shit. you just let 

them out as jokes and wise cracks 

 

Becca; I can't really show emotions that much. Or very well. I became 

the new slayer when I was thirteen. As you can imagine i haven't had 

much opportunity to have any kind of passion. 

 



Joey; You'll find one. 

 

Levi: well we don't have vampires in this day an age. you just slay bad 

guys 

 

Levi: and girls and kids and blah blah blah 

 

Becca; demons. and vampires still exist. i don't kill innocents. 

 

Levi: demons are just other mutants like us that are evil. vampires 

are just a human bat breed some scientist created. he choose vampire 

bats on accident 

 

Becca; You think I'm crazy don't you -looks angry and hurt- I don't 

blame you. 

 

Levi: I don't think your crazy. I'm just explaining to them what the 

hell you were saying 

 

-Chris, Justin, and Joey nod still a bit lost- 

 

Levi: sorry i do that a lot. 

 

-Becca just nods looking a little upset but trying not to show it- 

 

Levi: Becca its okay. i really didn't mean to make you seem crazy. I'm 

crazy too! -he dances like a money and barking- see? 



 

Justin: okay he's the extreme level of nut bar 

 

Becca: Yeah. I noticed. 

 

-Levi grins chewing on his nails- 

 

Levi: have to keep from being in a loony bin somehow. comedy calms 

me down 

 

Becca: Seriously. Just use nail clippers. 

 

Levi: meh! 

 

inner Becca; He acts like a child. 

 

Levi: nail clippers are for squares and I AM NOT A CHILD! 

 

-Levi puts his hands behind his back- 

 

Chris: i like this kid 

 

Becca; Don't act like one then  -turns and leaves- 

 

Levi: bye bye baby! -he doesn't smile- 

 



inner Becca; Great. Now all of a sudden I think I'm starting to like 

him. But god damn he pisses me off! 

 

Joey: Its gonna be weird getting along with her. 

 

Levi: Lance and Jc are coming down the stairs -they here footsteps- 

 

Levi: shh! -he jumps up in the air and holds onto the lights that are 

several feet above them- 

 

-Chris hides his grin- 

 

Jc; Geeze did you see the look on slayers face? 

 

Lance; Yeah. Psycho bitch from hell. 

 

Justin: yeah she came over and talked with us 

 

Jc; Oh hey guys whats cracken? 

 

Chris: um... -they hear cracking- 

 

Lance; What the? -looks up- 

 

Levi: HI! 

 

-he drops landing on Lance- 



 

Lance; AAAAGH! -goes into wolf mode out of instinct- 

 

Levi: ouch -then the light falls but Levi stops it- i don't think you'd like 

that on your head Jc 

 

Jc; No not really. 

 

-Lance's claws go straight into Levi- 

 

Levi: -high pitched gasp- 

 

Lance; oh shit. 

 

-Levi gasps and stands up covering his wound- 

 

Levi: this is fun -its strained- 

 

Lance; dear god and I thought the flamer here was mellow dramatic -

points to Jc- 

 

Jc: Hey! 

 

Chris: i like flamers 

 

Jc: And i like macho boys. You. Me. My room. Tonight. 

 



Levi: hey, can i ask you guys a tiny favor? 

 

Lance; What? 

 

Levi: you know a doctor would be nice about now 

 

Joey: Sure. Who's a medic here? 

 

Lance; Me. 

 

Levi: your a doctor?! 

 

Lance: pediatrician. 

 

Levi: like how old are you then? 

 

Lance; Twenties 

 

Levi: for being that you have to be ten years older then me 

 

Justin: that makes him -counts on his fingers- 28! damn your old 

 

Lance: I don't like to talk about age. 

 

Levi: so what are you gonna do, cast a spell on me? 

 



Lance; Nah. Just stop the bleeding and put some bandages on it. You'll 

be fine. I didn't hit any vitals. 

 

Levi: uh huh -Levi sighs- well look on the bright side Justin, Chris, 

and Joey are standing in my blood 

 

-Justin goes wide eyed- 

 

Justin: AHH! -it freezes up and Chris gets stuck- 

 

Chris: Justin! -melts it down and it melts Joey's shoes- 

 

Joey; YO! 

 

Levi: QUIT PLAYING WITH ME BLOOD! 

 

-Levi uses the force, picking it all up and splattering it against the 

wall. he laughs- 

 

Levi: murder scene 

 

-Levi passes out, since he weakened himself- 

 

Lance; crap. okay people lets get some bandages for this guy. 

 

-they carry Levi into the medic room and start bandaging him- 

 



-he wakes up a while later- 

 

Levi: yummy 

 

Jc: Hello sleepy! 

 

Lance; Hey. How are you feeling? 

 

Levi: meh -sits up taking out the IV- 

 

Lance; good -goes back to reading his magazine- 

 

-Levi stands up and starts taking off his bandages too- 

 

Justin: dude you leave those on 

 

Lance; Let him do what he wants. 

 

-Levi takes off his shirt sighing at the blood stains. Becca walks in and 

stares- 

 

Becca; Nice. 

 

Becca; The blood stains i mean. 

 

Levi: hi Becca -he takes off the bandages from his arm and Justin 

looks at it funny- 



 

Justin: i don't get it 

 

Levi; did you see the wall? 

 

Becca; Yeah. I thought one of you guys bashed another guys head 

against the wall. 

 

Levi: nah i just threw mine against the wall 

 

Justin: i don't get it Lance, why does he not have a mark on his arm? 

 

Lance; rapid healing. a lot of us supers have it. 

 

-Levi takes off his bandages and scratches his head- 

 

Lance; I've got it too. 

 

Levi: funny but um... ya know when i said i killed my parents when i 

was five? 

 

Lance: yeah? 

 

Becca; sure -she heard his conversation since she was hiding behind 

him- 

 

Levi: i killed them in 1500 in Scotland 



 

Levi: yeah I'm 500 years old 

 

Lance; So technically you're the old guy here. I was around in the civil 

war. 

 

Levi: i was lucky i got stuck with my sexy 18 year old body -runs his 

hand down his chest licking his lips- 

 

-Becca hurries from the room- 

 

Lance; What's her deal? Aside from the obvious? 

 

Levi: she has the hots for one of us. 

 

Levi: i could sense her... not gonna say it 

 

Jc: well I'm gay so... 

 

Lance: She was getting off on one of us? 

 

Levi: doesn't stop girls Jc. she can be hot for any of us but me cause 

she hates me 

 

-Levi leaves the room skipping. Justin laughs- 

 

Justin: i love that guy! 



 

Lance: Sometimes hate masks love though. I would know. 

 

-Levi goes down the hall catching up with Becca shirt still off- 

 

Levi: Beck, ya gonna be okay? 

 

Becca; yeah. Why the hell do you want to know? 

 

Levi: because i care -he puts his arm around her shoulder- and your 

my partner 

 

Becca: I thought you weren't a team player. 

 

inner Becca; This is wrong. Its wrong. I can't be like this around 

anyone. 

 

Levi: my ways have change for the good of human and mutant kind 

 

Levi: and may i ask why your horny? 

 

Becca; It's none of your concern. I need to go now. 

 

Levi: see ya -walks the other way- 

 

inner Becca; I am not to get into relationships. I shouldn't. Why do i 

even bother? 



 

-she goes to her room and sleeps- 

 

-Chris goes to Jc's room that night- 

 

Jc: So you showed 

 

Chris: you are smexy 

 

-Jc is shirtless- 

 

Jc: Same for you. Want me naked now or later? 

 

Chris: can i play with more then one of you? 

 

Jc: Of course. Threesome? Or more? 

 

Chris: it is your body, you choose -kisses Jc's neck- 

 

-Jc duplicates one of himself- 

 

Jc: It'll be easier as a threesome. 

 

Chris: hot damn -pushes the original Jc to the bed and the other one 

goes behind Chris- 

 

-Levi is next door- 



 

Jc; So oral or butt fucking? 

 

Chris: both -he pulls down Jc's pants, leaning over and sucking on 

him- 

 

-Jc gasps and grips the sheets while the clone goes down and sucks 

Chris- 

 

-Levi is next door staring at the wall grinning- 

 

inner Levi: i know what your doing... -his thought echos in their room- 

 

Jc; Go away Levi! 

 

inner Levi: sorry. I'll just listen 

 

-the clone sucks Chris harder while rubbing his balls with his hands. 

Real Jc has his hands buried in Chris's hair- 

 

-Levi shrugs and goes to Becca's room knocking on the door- 

 

Levi: want to hang out Beck? 

 

Becca; Fine. I need to do something. I can't go on patrol anymore. 

 

-she comes out- 



 

-Levi smiles and they walk down the hall. a loud moan sound, like two 

Jc's, comes from Jc's room- 

 

Levi: dirty boys 

 

Becca: oh geeze -shudders- 

 

-they walks down the hall and end up sitting on the stairs- 

 

Levi: i wonder what they want us to do while we are here 

 

Becca; They'll probably kill us and experiment on our bodies. 

 

Levi: they aren't that sick 

 

Becca; yeah right. they did kidnap us instead of asking nicely. 

 

-Levi moves up, sitting behind Becca and rubbing her shoulders- 

 

Levi; well they probably couldn't think of anything better. your really 

tense 

 

inner Becca; Why is he touching me? 

 

Becca; I don't have time to relax. 

 



Levi: you need to relax ya know? i meditate everyday and it helps me 

out. you have time to relax. when I'm fighting, I'm singing Mary Had 

A Little Lamb or some other tune 

 

Becca: I can't. I have training to do and patrols to do and demons that 

need taking care of. 

 

Levi: I've been fighting evil since i was actually 18 and not 500 

 

Levi: I've learned how to fit it into my life and you should too -moves 

his hands down her back- 

 

Becca; Congrats. You got to wait an extra five years.  

 

Levi: don't be angry -he keeps rubbing her back going lower- never be 

angry it doesn't help us but gives us pimples and wrinkles 

 

Becca; I'll be dead before i get wrinkles. Slayers never live long. 

 

Levi: how long do they live? 

 

Becca; Depends on how good they are as slayers. Some live to be 

around thirty. But a lot of us are killed at eighteen when we're put 

through the test. After a slayer dies, the new one is called. 

 

Levi: your not eighteen any more. and i want you to start taking 

control of your life and not let these people control you 



 

Becca; To late now. I've left home and I don't have any friends. 

 

Levi: well we're gonna become your friend 

 

Becca: Good luck. 

 

-Levi kisses the top of her head, rubbing the very lower part of her 

back- 

 

Levi: quit being negative 

 

inner Becca; What the? 

 

-Becca feels her cheeks get hot.- 

 

Becca; Why did you do that? 

 

Levi: do what? -sits next to her- 

 

Becca; Kiss me. 

 

Levi: lots of people kiss each others heads as friends. why, did you not 

like it? 

 

Becca; No one's done that to me.  

 



Levi: here -kisses her head again- i did it twice. 

 

-Becca blushes more- 

 

Levi: you're blushing? I'm flattered -he pats her back rubbing it a bit 

more- so you want to head back to your room? i think the Jc's just 

sprayed all over Chris 

 

Becca; yeah -turns to her room- 

 

-Levi stands up and walks her back- 

 

Levi: so you're gonna start being positive again? 

 

Becca; Don't hold your breath. 

 

Levi: night partner -kisses her cheek and runs back to his room- 

 

-Becca goes into her room and cries into her pillow- 

 

inner Becca; I don't know what to do. I hate him but I'm crushing on 

him too. 

 

-next day- 

 

-the guys and Jones are together in the main hall- 

 



Jc: Damn that was awesome. 

 

-Chris grins- 

 

Levi: Jones why are you doing this to an old man? -walks into the 

room with a cane and talking like he's old and has no teeth, also bent 

over and walking slowly- 

 

Lance; I'm glad I'm sleeping outside. 

 

Jones; we need heroes. the people are losing faith in the government 

so they need someone to look up to. superheroes are the solution 

 

Levi: but I'm old -still acting the same way- 

 

-he has his hair everywhere- 

 

Jones; But you're just as spry as ever. 

 

Levi: I'm old 

 

Jones; Alright. You've all got training today and then you can wander 

around town for a while. Then come back here and we'll have a 

further discussion. 

 

Levi: you kidnap us, tell us to help you, but then let us loose in town? 

 



Levi; i can easily kill you this second 

 

Jones; You'll come back. 

 

Levi: how do you know? 

 

-Levi fixes his hair and throws his cane off to the side- 

 

Jones; I just do. if you want I can keep you all locked up for months at 

a time. 

 

Levi: i thought this is a free country? that's why I came here 

 

Jones; So I'm giving you freedom.  

 

Levi: you can't make us help you 

 

Jones: You'll want to eventually. 

 

Levi: why? why do we want to be kept captive like this and be your 

puppet? 

 

Jones; I'm a puppet as well so don't blame me. I was just the one 

assigned to the case. 

 

Levi: i see your logic -Levi puts his hands behind his back, spreading 

his legs apart and standing there calm- 



 

inner Justin: wtf? 

 

Jones; Well anyways we'd all best be getting to our duties. 

 

Levi: give me my saber 

 

Jones; Here -hands it to Levi- 

 

-Levi grabs it and holds onto it- 

 

Levi: now what are we doing today? 

 

Jones; Training 

 

Levi: with what? 

 

Jones; There's some video chambers down the hall. You can train 

there. 

 

-Levi nods and goes, the others follow- 

 

Becca; So what exactly is he training us for? I mean normally the 

government just ignores mutants but now they call us? Somethings 

fishy. 

 



Levi: i don't know and i just want to get this over with so i can get 

back to my cat 

 

-he puts on the simulating helmet- 

 

-everyone does likewise- 

 

-they appear in a large grassy field- 

 

Levi: looks like Scotland 

 

Becca; Well this is nice scenery. Maybe I should move here. 

 

-Levi walks a bit and goes up at the top of a hill, seeing a house- 

 

Levi: fun 

 

Jc; I wonder if there is an old lady there with cookies. I want cookies. 

 

Joey; Want me to go check it out? 

 

-Levi chuckles and walks down the hill. as they get closer his hand is 

trembling- 

 

Levi: come on yal 

 

Lance; You're shaking 



 

Levi: i twitch from the excitement -grins and goes inside the house- 

 

Levi: this house is old 

 

Becca; No shit. 

 

Justin: hey guys look at this. it says 'game challenge' 

 

Chris: well read it 

 

Justin: 'save the parents and family from the evil person. he awaits 

upstairs' 

 

Chris: catchy 

 

Becca: generic. 

 

Joey; Lets go 

 

Becca: I'm on it -breaks leg off chair and holds it like a stake- 

 

-Levi shrugs and goes upstairs- 

 

-they look inside a room and find a small child laying in a bed- 

 

Levi: hey kid where is the evil person? 



 

Becca; Watch it. The kid could be the evil person. 

 

-the kid stands up staring at them- 

 

Levi: kid? -his face is blurred- 

 

Chris: he is the evil kid 

 

Becca; Told you so. 

 

-the kids face is shown- 

 

Kid: they all are horrible to me. i want them dead! 

 

-Becca lunges forward and kicks the 'kid'- 

 

-the kid jumps up, kicking Becca in the face sending her to the floor- 

 

Becca; AAAGH! 

 

Kid: they hate me! why should they live?! 

 

-Levi is standing against the wall- 

 

-Becca gets up and starts attacking the kid relentlessly- 

 



inner Levi: it's not okay, the kid is not... 

 

-suddenly the kid holds out his hand and Becca can't breath- 

 

Chris: Becca?! 

 

inner Becca: Shit. 

 

-the room begins shaking tremendously- 

 

Chris: earthquake?! 

 

-Levi was holding the walls, shaking with his eyes closed- 

 

Levi: this isn't it, this isn't it, just let it end, let it end 

 

Justin: dude cut it out. if your gonna do this, do it when we aren't in 

the house! 

 

inner Becca; it's not real. It can't really hurt us. 

 

-Chris sees a picture on the wall and looks at Levi, then back at the 

picture- 

 

Chris: this is you! -points at the kid who is crying and still strangling 

Becca- 

 



Levi: it was a bad dream, how do they know about me?! 

 

inner Becca: Isn't it obvious? They need to use our weaknesses 

 

Levi: it was a bad dream. i didn't mean do kill them! 

 

-he walks over and cuts off the kids head, screaming. the game shuts 

off- 

 

Chris: that was wacked 

 

Becca; So one down, six to go. They're gonna use our weaknesses until 

they know what hits too close to home for us. 

 

-Levi throws off the helmet and pulls out his light saber- 

 

Levi: this is it. I'm not going to let them do anymore of this shit -he 

storms to the door, ripping it open- 

 

Levi: I'm leaving 

 

Jc; Good luck. 

 

Levi: they have no right to enter my fucking mind -he runs down the 

halls- 

 

Justin: i think we should go either help him or stop him 



 

Becca; if we try to stop him he'll kill us. There's nothing we can do. 

 

-Lance stands up and goes after him- 

 

Lance; I'll see you guys later. 

 

Joey: just stay Lance. 

 

-Lance sighs- 

 

-meanwhile Levi is storming after Jones- 

 

Levi: JONES WHAT IS YOUR PROBLEM?! 

 

Jones; What? 

 

-Jones genuinely had no idea the video training would be like that- 

 

Levi: you fucking invaded my mind, you ass hole. you went into my 

memories and pulled out something that wasn't true! it was all lies in 

that place! -he reaches out his hand, strangling Jones- 

 

Jones; I -cough- didn't know -wheeze- they would go that far. I was 

told to have you go under the training and I -cough- did as I was told. 

 

Levi: you invaded my mind! why should i let you live?! 



 

Jones; Not me! -cough- it was not me. Don't ask me who it was. Cause 

I have no idea. 

 

-Levi throws Jones against the wall and stands there trying to calm 

himself- 

 

inner Levi: anger isn't going to solve anything. you know that too well 

 

Levi: who put you in charge? 

 

Jones; This chick. Aguilera is her last name. She's a mutant i think.  

 

Levi: uh-huh. what else? 

 

Jones; She wanted to use you guys for something. i don't know what 

though. But there's something big going on and whether you like it or 

not, you're involved. 

 

-Levi sighs- 

 

inner Levi: okay, she's a mutant and has something going on. I'm 

going to find out what but until then i have to calm. down. 

 

inner Levi: calm... calm... calm... calm... 

 



Levi: just breath slowly okay? -he walks off back to the room where 

the others are just sitting- 

 

Levi: hi. I'm calm now 

 

Lance: Good. I was about to come get you but Joey stopped me 

 

Chris: so ya ready for another round? 

 

Levi: yeah i am -he goes back to his helmet, breathing slowly- 

 

inner Levi: i am calm. this is a game and you have to be strong and 

smart if your going to find out what is going on 

 

inner Becca; Thankfully I didn't reveal my past to these guys. 

 

inner Joey: What's next? 

 

inner Jc: COOKIE! 

 

Levi: why are you guys talking your mind? I'm the only one who can 

hear you 

 

Becca; Maybe cause we don't want others to hear. 

 

Levi: well come on 

 



-they shows up a small town that is sort of broken down- 

 

Chris: meep 

 

Becca; Your hometown Chris? 

 

Levi: Chris i have to ask you this, okay? 

 

Chris: yeah? 

 

Levi: i want you to hide your emotions. do not scream, do not smile, 

don't do anything. we will get in here and out of here as quick as 

possible, and if you show any hint of anything it will screw it up got 

it? 

 

Chris: yeah -he breaths- I'm calm 

 

Levi: lets go everyone. don't show anything emotion-wise, got it? 

 

Justin: got it but i don't get it 

 

Becca; Whatever. 

 

Joey; Uh huh. 

 

Lance; yeah 

 



Levi: just trust me 

 

-Levi's face goes blank and Chris leads them through this game- 

 

-basically his house is on fire and little Chris was in his room having a 

nightmare. they had to save them all and kill the evil one- 

 

Levi: Justin, put out the house 

 

-Justin nods and does so- 

 

Levi: you guys go find the people and get them out safely. I'm going to 

make this quick 

 

-pats all of their shoulders, especially Chris's, and goes in- 

 

Becca; What now? 

 

-suddenly a poor child screams and the game goes black- 

 

Chris: you killed me 

 

Levi: it's a game Chris. it is not real 

 

Becca; So what about people who don't have traumatic pasts? 

 



Levi: they'll twist it up. find out what's most important to them and 

probably have them hurt them -looks at Joey- guys i need you to hide 

all emotions and just do it, got it? just do what i say and this will be 

over 

 

Levi: it is only a game 

 

Joey: Playing on our fears... these people are sick. 

 

-Levi puts his helmet back on and they show up in a nice house- 

 

-Joey breaths deep- 

 

Levi: no one do anything 

 

Jc: So who's mind is it that they're messing with now? 

 

Chris: who do you think? -a five year old girl walks out of a room, 

looking sleepy- 

 

Becca: Dear god, I actually wear my hair like that as a kid? 

 

Joey: No... It's mine. 

 

Becca; Damn. 

 

Levi: hi little girl 



 

-the girl looks at Levi and walks over to him- 

 

Kid: do you know where mommy is? 

 

Levi: no i don't 

 

Kid: she's in the kitchen but she said i had to get out or else. can I see 

this? -he reaches out, touching his light saber- 

 

Levi: I'd rather you didn't little girl 

 

-she stands there, staring at him, then reappears on the stairs with 

his saber- 

 

Kid: i get what i want 

 

Levi: kid i need that back 

 

inner Joey; That's like Bri 

 

-a woman walks up behind her, holding a knife- 

 

Mom: honey what do you have? 

 

Kid: this -holds it up- 

 



Mom: i told you to never steal! -she slaps the girl and she falls down 

the stairs- 

 

-Levi catches the girl on her way down- 

 

Levi: what is the point of this game?! 

 

Chris: they are both evil. it won't end unless they both die 

 

inner Joey: That's not Kelly. That's not my wife and daughter. No. No. 

No! 

 

Levi: everyone breath. it is a game -Levi puts the girl on the ground 

and walks back- 

 

Kid: save me from my mommy please! 

 

-Joey is trying hard to remain emotionless- 

 

-Levi reaches out his hand and lets out an electric current that hits 

the kid and she screams in pain- 

 

Kid: daddy help! 

 

Levi: it's a game 

 

inner Joey: Only a game. Not my daughter. 



 

-the mom has his saber since she took it away from the girl- 

 

Kid: DADDY HELP ME!- she holds out her hand to him- 

 

-Levi hits her with both of his hands- 

 

Becca; Want me to take care of the mom? 

 

Levi: everyone go after the woman, quick 

 

-soon the girl's screams echo in the house and she falls to the ground, 

on fire and dead- 

 

-Becca charges the woman and kicks her to the ground. Lance claws 

her, Justin freezes her to the floor, and Chris burns her to a crisp. 

Joey just stands there in shock- 

 

-Levi gets his light saber back and ends the game- 

 

Levi: Joey are you okay? 

 

-a single tear trickles down Joey's cheek- 

 

Levi: i would never hurt your little girl like that, understand? she is 

safe and with her mom now who would never do that to her 

 



Joey: the sick bastard who created this is sick 

 

Levi: come on. we have to go to another place. we are almost done 

 

-Levi breaths and puts his helmet back on- 

 

-they show up in a hospital but its more like a autopsy place- 

 

Levi: what the hell? 

 

-Levi looks at Lance- 

 

Lance: Oh god... -looks away- 

 

Becca; Hey take a look at this -takes the sheet off of one the bodies, it's 

a child- 

 

-a few people walk in the room,taking away one of the children- 

 

-they hide and watch them take the child away- 

 

Levi: come on -they follow them- 

 

Becca; So what's his story? 

 

Joey; I don't know but it can't be good. 

 



Levi: come on 

 

Levi: so many kids -they look through the window- 

 

Jc; So Lance killed kids? 

 

-there are several kids in there and Lance is there too- 

 

Becca; He said he was a pediatrician. 

 

Levi: Lance, what did you do? -Levi is struggling to hide his emotions- 

 

Lance; I... I was a pediatrician at one point in time. But during the 

sixties and seventies the government had me work for them... all 

these children -he looks sick- are my victims. and these are only the 

children, there we're more adults 

 

-one of the kids wakes up and tries to get away from Lance, but Lance 

takes a knife and goes after them cutting their throat- 

 

Levi: oh god... -Levi goes green and throws up- 

 

Levi: you sick bastard 

 

Lance; End this. End this now. 

 

Levi: i should end you 



 

-Levi goes into the room and pulls out his saber. the Lance is there, 

gets angry, and his claws go out and he attacks Levi- 

 

Levi: you are a sick man! you are filthy sick bastard 

 

-the doctor Lance just smiles, but it's a fake smile. there is some 

regret in his face- 

 

-Levi throws the doctor Lance to the floor and cuts him in half, but 

the game doesn't end- 

 

Levi: wait what? 

 

-they watch as that Lance bleeds all over the floor- 

 

Lance; i regretted doing what i did. I still do. That wasn't the evil one. 

 

Levi: wait, you had two of you? 

 

-Levi looks and sees the claws are bone- 

 

Lance; no, there is only one me, but the evil one in this game is not 

here. 

 

Levi: its a two part? 

 



-the room fades out then opens up again in a different place- 

 

-they can hear a Lance talking with another man- 

 

Lance; i was given a surgical procedure to make my bone claws metal 

 

Man: are you ready bass? 

 

-they look through the window into the other room- 

 

Lance 2: Yes 

 

-they get him into a water tank- 

 

Jc: it is like that wolverine movie... 

 

Man: start it 

 

-they watch as they inject large needles into his body in several spots 

and inject a metal- 

 

Man: -once it is over- wipe his memory now 

 

-the Lance in the tank starts freaking out- 

 

Man: hurry now! 

 



Levi: wait, wipe your memory? why the hell would they do that? 

 

-then the Lance shoots out of the water, naked- 

 

-Levi chuckles- 

 

Lance; To keep me under their control and make sure I obeyed them 

without question. They were going to make me the perfect solider. 

 

Levi: i play with this one? -pulls out his saber and goes after the 

naked Lance- hi nudest 

 

Becca; Be my guest. 

 

Inner Becca: So he's gay. 

 

Lance 2: i want him back! give him back! -attacks Levi- 

 

Levi: want who back naked boy? -when he cuts Lance's arm it heals, 

and he can't get his saber through the bone- shit 

 

Lance; I can do it. 

 

Lance 2: my Brian! you took him from me! i want him back you dick! 

-cuts Levi's finger off- 

 

-Levi screams- 



 

Levi: fuck! you ass! 

 

-Levi slams the Lance to the wall and stabs the light saber in his 

chest, cutting up his body as other Lance drives his claws into his 

side- 

 

-the game ends when that Lance dies- 

 

Jc; that was intense. 

 

Levi: your Brian tried to kill me, Lance. i had to kill him! -Levi takes 

off his helmet checking his body- I'm glad I still have my finger 

 

-Lance starts getting angry- 

 

Lance; I can't do this anymore! I loved him! You took him away! 

 

Chris: wait I'm lost here 

 

Levi: he was mad, he was nuts! he was evil and you were going down 

a horrible path! 

 

Becca; So you two know each other? 

 

Lance; I loved him! I'll never find someone like him ever again! 

 



Levi: Lance and Brian were hunting me. i hated the government and 

they were going after me, trying to either get me to join or kill me. i 

killed Brian. Lance took the metal thing because they wanted him to 

forget Brian and go back after me, but he wasn't told about the 

memory thing. yeah, i forgot about it because it was so long ago and I 

never knew about him being a doctor before that. I probably hid the 

memories in my mind for a good reason. 

 

Lance; I gave up on revenge long ago. But I'll never forgive you. 

 

Levi: if i didn't kill Brian, Lance, you'd still be part of the government 

and trying to kill me. Brian had to die -Levi grabs his helmet- come on 

we have three more to go 

 

inner Lance; So instead I have to go on without the one i love. 

 

-Levi puts the helmet back on- 

 

Justin: yay, hidden conflict! 

 

-once again they are in a hospital. this time though it's a kid next to a 

woman in a bed. the woman looks like she's dying- 

 

Jc; no... it can't be. 

 

Becca; i hate to admit it but you were cute as a kid Jc. 

 



Levi: guys its a game. its not real... except for Lance's was too real 

 

inner Levi: i want to know why they played that if they want us to get 

along 

 

Little Jc: Mommy. No. You can't. You're supposed to take care of me. 

 

-they are in hiding- 

 

-Jc looks away looking like he's about to cry. He was really close to his 

mom as a kid- 

 

Levi: Jc, hold this together for us 

 

inner Levi: I want this to end now 

 

-the mom and kid keep talking until the woman flat lines on her heart 

monitor and the kid starts bawling- 

 

Levi: how do we get out of here? 

 

-the nurse comes in trying to get little kid Jc away from her, but he 

suddenly duplicates and attacking everything in a fit of rage- 

 

Becca: Now? 

 

Levi: okay, Jc is a bad guy. everyone take a kid 



 

-Levi storms out and literally heads go flying- 

 

Becca; I call dibs on the one on the window! 

 

-Becca starts kicking the shit out of the brats- 

 

-Jc is crying and Chris holds him- 

 

inner Levi: Becca is enjoying this too much, this isn't suppose to be 

fun 

 

-Joey and Justin start playing little kid whack-a-mole- 

 

Levi: Jc stop your crying! -Levi yells it sternly and Jc stops- 

 

Chris: breath Jc, it's a game. have fun killing yourself! -he goes and 

sets a kid on fire then the game ends- 

 

Chris: i chose the the real one! or Becca finally killed hers 

 

Becca; No. I was on my eighth one when it ended. 

 

Levi: Jc it was a game. I'm sorry that your mom died but mine went 

too 

 

Jc; Mom... -sob- Mom... 



 

-Justin hugs Jc tightly- 

 

Joey; look, we don't know how you feel. you were obviously really 

close to her. but we need to keep going. the only way we can end this 

is to keep moving forward 

 

Jc; I know -sob- I know 

 

Justin: its okay Jc. come on, next one 

 

-they put helmets back on- 

 

Levi; everyone has to be strong and face everything here, got it? 

 

Joey; It's easier said than done. 

 

-they appear in a downtown area of a big city. a girl about twelve or 

thirteen is walking down the street, typical awkward teenager.- 

 

Levi: hi Becca's world 

 

Becca; oh holy crap... 

 

Becca; I can't believe they would do this... I never wanted to 

remember this day. 

 



Lance; What is it? 

 

Levi: Becca... 

 

Becca; The day I became slayer. 

 

-they watch as the scene unfolds- 

 

-thirteen year old Becca is walking home when she sees a girl fighting 

with her boyfriend. something doesn't seem right about him though- 

 

Becca: He had been home sick for nearly a week. i wanted to see him. 

 

-all of a sudden her boyfriend snaps the woman's neck and she falls to 

the ground. he then sees Becca and charges at her- 

 

Becca; Brendon....no. 

 

-instead of running and screaming like she normally would have 

done, she sends a reflex kick at his face that sends him flying against 

a wall- 

 

Becca; oh god no. i can't watch this -the fight continues for an hour- 

 

Joey; So who are we supposed to kill? 

 

-Levi watches slowly- 



 

Levi: i think Becca because she is now destroying everything because 

her boyfriend is dead 

 

Levi: alright guys, after this we have Justin -Levi runs out and about 

ten minutes later it ends- 

 

Levi: why is it always me killing them and ending it? 

 

-Becca is stone faced- 

 

Chris: you can hide your emotions better 

 

Joey: and you don't really give us a chance. 

 

Levi: sorry do you want to kill the one in Justin's past next Joey? 

 

Justin: meep 

 

Joey; gladly 

 

-they put their helmets on- 

 

-they appear at a college and they find a boy cowering in a corner, and 

he barley has his clothes on- 

 

-Justin whimpers covering his eyes- 



 

Levi: you were raped? 

 

-Justin nods- 

 

-they watch as a few guys and girls come in taking pictures of Justin. 

Justin cries and soon becomes angry, screaming and standing up 

turning into a block of ice attacking them all. they all freeze instantly 

and he charges right at Levi and the guys- 

 

Levi: okay try to kill the ice block Joey 

 

Justin: it wasn't like this. it was just the pictures. it showed up in the 

newspaper as 'party boy got dirty in the library' 

 

-Joey goes at a high speed punching the ice block which shatters- 

 

-it ends, the whole training time ends- 

 

-Justin leans against the wall- 

 

-Jc begins to weep again- 

 

-Joey is still traumatized- 

 

-Becca looks stone faced- 

 



-Chris is pacing- 

 

-Lance is glaring- 

 

Levi: I'm going to go meditate, who wants to join me? 

 

Becca; that's it, I'm gone -storms out slamming the door behind her- 

 

Jc; Same here 

 

-Levi watches her go, and then Lance punches him in the face before 

leaving too. Levi is on the ground groaning- 

 

Levi: i was just trying to help 

 

Joey; well instead you ended up doing more harm then good -leaves- 

 

-one by one the others leave too- 

 

-a girl comes in and goes over to him, checking his face- 

 

Girl: I'm so sorry. Here, let me help you 

 

-she takes him to the docs and puts ice on his face. they talk for a 

while and he just knows she works there and her name is Chrissy- 

 

Levi: that is a nice name 



 

Chrissy: thank you darling. want to go get some coffee? 

 

-Levi nods and they head out- 

 

-over the next couple of weeks, it seems Levi hangs out more and 

more with Chrissy, and with each passing day the guys seem to build 

up anger against him because he is changing. though Levi tries to be 

friends with them, he knows something inside them all is ready to 

snap- 

 

-the next day- 

 

-the day comes when they are to suit up and battle together, and 

Jones walks up to the group to tell them their mission- 

 

Levi: well make sure Lance is on a leash because he might do 

something stupid -Levi is calm- 

 

-Lance fumes and then all hell breaks loose- 

 

-Lance attacks Levi then the others join him- 

 

-Chrissy pulls Levi away before he can get too hurt- 

 

Justin: get him the fuck out of here he has brought nothing but pain! 

 



Chris: kill him, do whatever you want. i hate him, he is a dick 

 

-Levi is emotionally hurt by them turning on him so suddenly- 

 

-Becca is torn, she still likes Levi but she's angry that he's so cold- 

 

Levi: i hide my emotions and you all obviously can't do that! 

 

Becca: at least we don't act cold and compassion-less. 

 

Levi: i have to -his nose fixes up- 

 

Chrissy: come on Levi. i know where you can help me out. 

 

Levi: I'd rather be dead then with these freaks that are controlled by 

emotions and have these stupid feelings run their lives. I work alone 

and if I must work with someone it better not be with people who are 

weeping over their dead mother 24/7, have a family that they can't 

shut up about, has a dead boyfriend that I killed for their damn 

safety, can't face facts who she is, and can't get over a stupid fire 

killing family or a pathetic rape! 

 

-Becca screams and punches Levi before running out- 

 

-Levi storms out, Chrissy following closely behind- 

 

Chrissy: you don't need them Levi 



 

Levi: yeah, i don't. they suck 

 

Chrissy: you can help me out then 

 

Levi: yeah, sounds like a plan -she kisses him and Levi smiles- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Justin: i want this day off this mission can fucking wait -runs off- 

 

Joey; what was it again? 

 

Jones; Investigate a robbery, it can wait 

 

Becca; HE CAN GO TO HELL! 

 

Chris: fucking bastard is so selfish 

 

Lance; He needs to get the fuck over himself and realize that he needs 

to show a little empathy 

 

-Jc leaves the room in tears- 

 

-they all take the day off trying to cool off- 

 

-the next day- 



 

-they head into town to check out the crime- 

 

inner Becca; Levi has done nothing but made us all feel terrible 

 

Justin: so what are we checking out? 

 

-Jc is calmer now but he's still pissed- 

 

-Chris is blank- 

 

Joey; We need to figure out the perpetrators of a robbery 

 

-as they get closer, they see news vans everywhere and people 

swarming someone- 

 

Chris: what is going on? 

 

Becca: If it's Levi, I'm gone 

 

Levi: yes it wasn't that hard. they left obvious clues that anyone can 

figure out 

 

Chris: bye -goes back to the van- 

 

Becca; Later guys 

 



Joey: He is a selfish son of a bitch -goes back- 

 

Jc; Bastard 

 

-Chrissy is nearby grinning- 

 

inner Chrissy: it's working. just a bit longer and i can get him to be my 

perfect weapon... 

 

-Lance spits on the ground and goes back- 

 

-Levi grins and lets his picture be taken but he feels something in the 

back of his head- 

 

inner Levi: something isn't right here. I am not suppose to do this... 

am I? 

 

-Chrissy takes him back to the building and takes him to her office to 

'celebrate'- 

 

-meanwhile the others are all brooding in their rooms. Becca is up on 

the roof looking out- 

 

-the same event seems to repeat day after day, Levi being there 

before the others show and is bragging about it to the press, Chrissy 

off to the side- 

 



-one week later- 

 

-they all get their things together, ready to leave- 

 

Justin: i can't wait to get back in town. this month has been hell 

 

Becca; I'll never see you guys again probably 

 

Chris: we will, I'm sure 

 

Joey: I'll keep in touch. I'm sure Kelly would love to meet you all 

 

Lance; I'll keep that in mind 

 

-a man walks to the door and stands there, waiting for them to notice- 

 

Jc: Later guys -turns around- You need something!? 

 

Man: Lance? is that you? 

 

-Lance turns and stares at him- 

 

Lance; oh god... -drops his bags and runs to him- Brian, dear god I 

thought you were dead! 

 

Brian: no! someone found me and helped me. I thought you were 

gone! -hugs Lance tightly- i missed you so much baby 



 

Justin: um... 

 

inner Chris: is it just me or something fishy going on? 

 

Lance; I've missed you so much. Come on. I've got a place not far from 

here. We can stay there. 

 

Brian: actually... I live here. I've been working on the top floor but I 

never knew you were here! -kisses Lance deeply- I've never stopped 

thinking about you... 

 

Lance: I've never forgot about you either... please Brian come stay 

with me, I don't want to lose you again. 

 

Brian: I can't leave, this is where I live. stay here Lance! we can work 

together again. remember that time when we were on a mission and 

we had to stay in that cave together and we were all wet... -Brian 

smiles, kissing Lance again- 

 

Lance; Okay. I'll stay with you. 

 

-Brian holds onto Lance, kissing him more and more- 

 

Chris: so do we stay or what? 

 

Brian: you all can stay here. we can use you I know we can! 



 

Justin: you seem like a great guy Brian. we heard about you 

 

Joey: yeah, a lot 

 

Jc; nope, we don't have long lost boyfriends and I don't want to spend 

another minute around Levi -heads for the door- 

 

Brian: wait Levi? Levi Wood? 

 

Lance; yeah. the son of a bitch is here. 

 

Brian: guys, he was moved to work somewhere else. he and Chrissy 

went somewhere far in a different state i believe 

 

Chris: wait he did?! HOT DOG! 

 

Jc: I don't care. 

 

Brian: guys stay here and work with me and Lance. 

 

Joey; Jc. Levi is not here anymore. We don't have to deal with him. 

 

Chris: come on doll -rubs his back- 

 

Jc: Fine. 

 



Becca; too many memories. I'm heading to LA 

 

Brian: i heard about you. you're a slayer? man I'm, like, a huge fan of 

slayers. they are so cool! 

 

Becca; Only one slayer at a time. as soon as I'm gone you can fuck the 

next girl with the power. Unless you're into potentials. 

 

Brian: i want Lance, man. can you like teach me some of your stuff? 

I'm like a cat so I might be able to do some of your stuff. God, a real life 

slayer! 

 

Becca: Suck up. I'm not staying. 

 

Brian: please! 

 

Chris: come on Becca! 

 

Becca; FINE! 

 

Brian: awesome! 

 

Becca; ugh! Alright I'll stay. But everyone leave me alone! 

 

Brain: deal. this is cool -holds onto Lance kissing him again- come on 

babe, I've missed you so much -grabs his bags taking him upstairs- 

 



-Becca storms back to her room locking herself in- 

 

Jc: this is going to be a weird year. 

 

-the next week- 

 

Brian: hey guys, i want to show you something really cool 

 

-Becca looks up from her book irritated-  

 

Jc; What? 

 

Justin: i like cool things 

 

Brian: you'll see. come on Lance you'll really like this 

 

Lance; Alright. 

 

-they go up the elevator to the top floor that's really advanced and 

fancy- 

 

Becca: I've passed this floor on my trips to the roof. 

 

Brian: you'll love this 

 

-they go into a room and there is a lab similar to what Lance was in 

when he had the metal put on his bones- 



 

Brian: cool huh? we use this to make government weapons 

 

Becca; I still like my wooden stakes. 

 

Jc; Still these are pretty awesome. 

 

Brain: and we have this -presses a button- 

 

-the tank in the middle of the room fills with water, and needles and 

other equipment come out of a wall- 

 

-Lance gasps... it was the same one used on him because it has his 

claw marks- 

 

Brian: see baby? 

 

Lance; yeah... I see it. Brian, babe, no offense or anything, but can we 

not look at that? 

 

Brian: why? its great! it's what made you who you are -rubs his back, 

kissing him- they won't do it to me though 

 

Lance; It just brings back some painful memories. 

 

inner Chris: something is up here 

 



Brian: Lance, I never died. I know it was hard, but... -Brian sighs, 

hugging Lance- I'm here now. don't worry 

 

Lance; I know 

 

Chris: hey... um, whose your boss? 

 

Brian: my boss? 

 

Becca; the person who calls the shots 

 

Chris: yeah, ya know like the person who made this whole thing in the 

first place? 

 

Brian: oh -he stands there staring at the wall for a moment, then 

smiles- right this way -leads them from the room holding onto Lance- 

 

-they reach the room and a woman is staring out the window- 

 

Brian: here they are ma'am, just like you wished for 

 

Becca; Wait a second... 

 

Jc: You didn't... 

 

-she turns around- 

 



Chrissy: remember me Lance? 

 

Becca: YOU SET US UP! 

 

-the door locks- 

 

Lance; oh god. 

 

Chrissy; have a seat kids 

 

-Becca goes after the door pounding on it- 

 

-brain smiles and sits down, pulling Lance into his lap firmly- 

 

-the others sit down- 

 

Chrissy: Becca, dear. sit down -shoots dart into her neck and she falls 

to the ground numb- now... how are all of you? do you want some 

coffee? tea? milk? cookies? 

 

-all are silent- 

 

inner Becca: If I could move I'd give this bitch the finger right now 

 

Justin: you bitch 

 

Joey; You made us go through hell and back. 



 

Chrissy: I was just trying to make this world a more safer place. you 

see, God made mutants so they can help serve humans. I, on the other 

hand, was chosen so I can make it all happen 

 

Chrissy: you see, when I got Lance and Brian to work for me, I met 

this very rebellious boy. I think you know him 

 

Becca: I am not a mutant. I am human. 

 

Joey: Becca calm. Yeah we know the bastard 

 

Chris: I knew something fishy was going on 

 

Chrissy: well Levi was very stubborn and wouldn't see my reason, 

actually he thought that I was evil, can you believe that? so I sent 

Lance and Brian after him. Brian and Lance were getting to close. 

when Levi attacked Levi and Lance was sent down river, 

unconscious, I had my men get Brian and wipe his memory, hiding 

him away 

 

Chrissy: it broke Lance's heart, but I had to do that because they fell 

in love and I wanted him to become my first human weapon that 

could never be destroyed. but he rebelled and disappeared 

 

Chrissy: I found him once again and my special Levi. I knew that if I 

could get Lance the way he is he would be able to get my Levi to me. 



then I would be able to make a weapon so powerful it could take over 

the world, if you made millions of them. we are still working on the 

cloning process 

 

Chrissy: but now i was able to get close to my Levi. He never saw my 

face before so it was easy to slightly disguise myself so Lance wouldn't 

know any better 

 

-Brian is holding Lance tightly in his lap still- 

 

Joey: So where do we come into play? 

 

Chrissy: your all very strong but like he said, you just have too many 

emotions and are stubborn. I would wipe your memories but I have no 

use for you any more. I just want you to watch me finally make my 

weapon 

 

-she presses a button and two people roll in Levi who is lying in a tank 

full of water and needles are all at the ready. he has a breathing tube 

and he is wide eyed- 

 

Chrissy: he's not dead 

 

Becca; GOD DAMN YOU! 

 



Chrissy: just paralyzed. damn that's what I get for him being a Jedi. 

he knows right from wrong so he figured it all out quickly. so now I 

press this button and watch as I show you how I made our Lance here 

 

-she presses the button and the needles go into Levi, injecting the 

metal. Levi screams but isn't able to move- 

 

inner Becca: Why the fuck do i care about what happens to him? Let 

the son of a bitch suffer. I should consider it punishment for how 

cruel he's been to us. But I just can't. 

 

Chrissy: he can fall for my tricks so easily. my gift is I'm able to make 

people do what I want them to do with one touch. he can get so evil, 

can't he? 

 

-Becca is shaking with rage. Joey is inching towards the door. Jc is 

sitting there shocked. Lance looks betrayed- 

 

Chrissy: when i wanted him to do this, he finally realized who I am. i 

was able to paralyze him before something terrible happened 

 

Chrissy: well now, I'll just wipe his memory once this is done -she files 

her nails and Levi's screams are heard... then nothing- 

 

Brian: Lance calm down. you'll have your memory taken too then we 

can be together like the way we have to be 

 



Lance; Brian... why? You're not the man I loved once 

 

Brian: I was just told to do what what she told me. I don't even 

remember you, but I know we both are needed to help her out 

 

-Lance pushes away- 

 

-Brian holds him tightly- 

 

Lance; get away from me. 

 

Chrissy: calm down Lance 

 

-Levi begins to squirm in the tank- 

 

Chrissy; okay, now it's time for me to wipe his memory 

 

Lance; CALM DOWN!? YOU THINK I CAN CALM DOWN WHEN I'VE 

JUST FOUND OUT I'VE BEEN BETRAYED BY THE ONE I LOVE!? 

 

Chrissy: he doesn't love you Lance, he never did. he's my twin brother 

and he's always been under my control. when you first met I made 

him fall in love with you, so I could get you close to me. it worked 

didn't it? -she laughs- 

 

-Lance screams and lets his claws out slashing at Brian and running 

to Chrissy slicing open her chest- 



 

-she screams and presses the button that pushes a needle inside of 

Levi's skull- 

 

Justin: it's gonna wipe his memory... 

 

-Chrissy heals back up then grabs Lance's arm- 

 

-Lance slashes her again, this time in the neck- 

 

Chrissy: those mutants have helped me out a lot now listen to me! 

 

Lance: NO! 

 

-her neck heals and Lance can't help but listen- 

 

-Chris runs over to Levi trying to stop the needle- 

 

Chrissy: you will obey me Lance 

 

Lance; I don't want to... 

 

Chrissy: yes you do. if you don't, your real love will die -points at Levi- 

 

Lance; Levi... 

 



-Chris is getting feed up with the needle and blasts fire at it but it 

doesn't do anything- 

 

Chris: ugh, he's gonna loose it all. come on get out needle! 

 

Becca; Damn it. Levi I hate you but I'm doing this anyways -goes over 

to needle and kicks it, since the numbing stuff wore off- 

 

-the needle doesn't budge and they watch as it suddenly pushes 

passed the skull and into his brain- 

 

-then the tank explodes, and everyone in the room is sent against a 

wall- 

 

Chrissy: what the hell?! 

 

Lance; huh? 

 

Chris: hell of a kick Becca! 

 

Becca; Shut up. 

 

-they all looks up and Levi stands up... completely naked- 

 

Justin: damn boy 

 

-Becca goes red for a moment- 



 

-his eyes were red- 

 

Chrissy: Levi? 

 

-she walks over to him- 

 

Chrissy: I know you don't remember anything, but you can trust me 

 

Becca; NO YOU CAN'T SHE'S AN EVIL BITCH! 

 

-Chrissy suddenly gasps as her windpipe is closed up- 

 

Levi: i remember everything ya bitch 

 

Chrissy: NO! 

 

-she is thrown out the window. she's dead once she hits the ground 

from the lack of breathing- 

 

-Levi stares out the window, clenching his fists- 

 

Joey: and the moral of that story is 'do not mess with a pissed off 

naked Jedi' 

 

Levi: give me clothes -he growls looking at them all- 

 



-Brian was lying on the ground slowly bleeding- 

 

-Becca takes off her jacket- 

 

Becca: Here 

 

Levi: and patch up Brian -takes the jacket, wrapping himself up. it's 

long enough to cover everything cause it is a trench coat- 

 

Justin: what? do you know what he did this whole time? 

 

Levi: yes i do -Levi is stern- now patch him up he will make it 

 

Levi: I finally understand what is wrong with Brian and I can help 

him. when they were born, Chrissy had complete control over Brian. 

she didn't wipe his memory, just covered everything up. deep inside, 

Brian has his own feelings and he does love Lance but wasn't able to 

do what he wanted. now he can do what he wants, but I have to try to 

get his memory back -Levi walks from the room, dripping water, and 

sending the doors flying apart- 

 

Lance; I'm gonna be downstairs for a bit -leaves- 

 

Becca: I'll get the medics 

 

-Chris picks up Brian and they get him medical attention. Levi gets 

dressed- 



 

-Lance goes to Levi's door, knocking- 

 

Lance; Levi? 

 

Levi: come in 

 

-Levi was staring at himself in the mirror, only in boxers- 

 

-Lance enters- 

 

Lance; I just wanted first of all to say I'm sorry. 

 

Levi: it wasn't any of our faults. you did what you felt and I did what I 

was told. even Jedi's can get clouded minds 

 

Lance; you were right though. my judgment was clouded by emotion 

and a need for vengeance that I thought had died a long time ago 

 

Levi: Brian has always loved you Lance, I know that now. i just need 

to get him awake and his mind in order. he's finally out of his sister's 

spell that he was cursed with when born 

 

Levi: his sister was powerful and evil. she had a black heart 

 

Levi: she was made by the devil for his own needs, not literally but 

you get it 



 

-Levi bends his fingers and twists his body- 

 

Levi: now I'm even more invincible then before. not wonderful 

 

Lance; every hero has their kryptonite 

 

Levi: you should go to Brian 

 

Lance; yeah -he turns to leave- and i think i know who Becca was 

crushing on 

 

Levi: who? 

 

Lance; you 

 

-he leaves- 

 

-Levi stares at the mirror- 

 

-he soon dresses then heads to Brian to start working with him. Becca 

watches Levi, while she pretends to read- 

 

-soon Brian wakes and is sobbing, his mind finally free to do as it 

pleases. He holds tightly to Lance- 

 

Brian: I'm so sorry! I couldn't help it, it was just... Lance hold me 



 

Lance; okay. It's okay. I'm right here. 

 

-Levi smiles- 

 

Levi: good luck you two. Becca, can I talk to you? 

 

Becca; Really good chapter. 

 

Lance; Becca you haven't turned the page once. 

 

Levi: Becca come on -drags her from the room- 

 

Levi: i know you have a crush on me Becca. i also wanted them to be 

alone together 

 

Becca; My secrets out and the best part is that it's not even a good 

one. 

 

Becca: I just had to quote Fall Out Boy 

 

Levi: the worse part is I don't love you back, at least not in that way 

 

Becca: no shit Sherlock. you don't think I don't already know that? 

 



Levi: love is when you want the best for the other person, always. I 

feel that towards a lot of people in this world, but I'm not sexually 

attracted to you 

 

Levi: you'll find someone else but try to not get off on me every night 

 

Becca: Okay, here's the thing. I've tried to forget entirely about you 

but you keep showing up in my mind. I've never had a boyfriend since 

Brendon and now I feel those feelings towards you. I never said 

anything about my feelings cause I knew you weren't interested. So 

don't remind me okay? -wipes her eyes- damn it now I'm crying. you 

did not see me cry are we clear? -turns and leaves- 

 

-Levi drags her back and kisses her lightly on the lips- 

 

Levi: you will find someone. To be honest, you will find someone 

better then Brendon and better then me 

 

-he wipes away her tears- 

 

Becca:  I wish I could believe you -begins to walk away- 

 

Levi: if you want to know, I can't see myself being attracted to 

anyone. with Jedi's, I guess we can't really show our emotions like 

that. I'm glad I'm able to control them so well but sometimes... 

 



Becca: Being emotionless doesn't help anyone -turns corner and 

leaves- 

 

-Levi goes to his room trying to meditate but instead gets a headache- 

 

inner Levi: I've never been able to show emotions. it's my nature and 

when people take over me I'm able to act normal in a horrible way. i 

just don't know how to show them... I wish I could be more passionate 

but all I can be is serious and a comedian -sighs out loud- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Brian: I love you so much Lance I really do 

 

Lance; Me to baby. 

 

Lance; How are you feeling? 

 

Brian: it feels weird but I know I'm finally able to make choices, like 

these chains have been freed from everywhere. and i remember 

everything! 

 

Lance: that's good 

 

Brian: that night Levi 'killed me', he really was able to get my mind 

free but I went unconscious. He really thought I was going to die so he 

wanted me to be free when it happened. then my sister found me and 



locked it up again, keeping me alive. i watched as you went down the 

river and Levi running off. I wasn't able to go after you because of her. 

I'm so sorry -holds onto his hand- 

 

Lance; Baby I forgive you. I'm just glad you're back with me. 

 

-Brian pulls Lance on top of him and kisses him his hand in his hair- 

 

Brian: I love you so fucking much 

 

Lance; I love you to -kisses Brian, taking his shirt off- 

 

-Brian smiles, rubbing his bare back- 

 

-Lance unties the strings on Brian's gown and pulls it off of him- 

 

-Brian sighs and rubs Lance's back more- 

 

-Lance goes down to Brian's cock and starts sucking- 

 

-Brian gasps- 

 

Brian: I remember this 

 

Lance: Good. than you should remember this... -swallows a few times- 

 

-Brian moans, holding Lance's hair- 



 

-Lance sucks harder cupping Brian's balls- 

 

Brian: oh Lance, I want you to fuck me please 

 

-Brian literally purrs- 

 

Brian: the cat and the wolf. ain't it sexy? 

 

-Lance goes back up while getting out of his pants and boxers- 

 

-he growls- 

 

-Brian kisses Lance strongly- 

 

-Lance hoists Brian's legs up over his shoulders and rubs his cock to 

get it nice and hard before aligning himself- 

 

Brian: I love that big cock -Brian groans as Lance pushes in- 

 

Lance; and I love riding you with it 

 

-Brian pulls Lance down on top of him, his wrapping his legs and arms 

around his body, moaning and gasping and grabbing at Lance's back- 

 

Brian: oh fuck. more Lance. yes, right there 

 



-Lance speeds up more and pounds harder- 

 

-Brian kisses Lance, gasping more- 

 

Brian: I miss everything. I wanted you so bad, but I wasn't able to 

show you how much I did. Chrissy will rot in hell -Brian gasps- 

 

Lance: Want me to cum inside you or on you? -Lance growls rubbing 

Brian's cock- 

 

Brian: in me please -Brian sucks on Lance's shoulder, grabbing at his 

ass- I'm close Lance 

 

Lance: okay... ah fuck -cums in thick spurts into Brian- 

 

-Brian cums onto Lance and himself, grinning- 

 

Brian: oh yeah 

 

-Lance pulls out smiling and laying down next to Brian- 

 

-Brian covers them and he presses against Lance's front, his face in 

his neck- 

 

Brian: love you -kisses Lance- 

 



Lance; love you too -kisses Brian and holds onto him before falling 

asleep- 

 

-Brian falls asleep too- 

 

-elsewhere- 

 

Chris: Jc? -he is nude next to Jc, both of them hot and sticky and 

panting- 

 

Jc; yeah? -he's grinning- 

 

Chris: I think I'm falling for Becca 

 

Jc; Ha. Good one. 

 

Chris: no joke -looks at him- there is someone for everyone Jc 

 

Jc: but... but I thought... 

 

Chris: I thought so too -snuggles to Jc- it might be just a temporary 

thing but I don't know -he rubs Jc's side- 

 

Chris: just want you to know 

 

Jc; Please Chris. I really like you. I don't want to let you go. 

 



-Chris kisses Jc- 

 

Chris: i really like you too 

 

-Jc holds onto Chris, snuggling into his chest before falling asleep- 

 

-Chris holds him back, scared- 

 

-the next week- 

 

-everyone heads back to civilization and Levi sets up a 'headquarters' 

in a sense with Joey, so it was a penthouse place and very high tech- 

 

-everyone lives around the penthouse so they could get their quickly- 

 

Levi: Joey you are too smart for your own good 

 

Joey: yeah, I know 

 

Brian: this is very fancy -scanning the room while Lance is holding 

his hand- 

 

Becca; Not too shabby 

 

Jc; shiny... 

 

Chris: breath baby 



 

Lance; weirdo -hugs Brian- 

 

Becca; and I thought I was bad on caffeine 

 

Levi: now, now. lets all get along -he says it in a little boy voice- 

 

Levi: so Joey you said something about consumes you made up for 

each of us? 

 

Joey; Just ideas really. They're kinda cheesy but we need to keep our 

identities hidden -pushes a button on the main remote and the 

costumes appear on a wall- 

 

Levi: each one is special for each persons ability? -looks at them- this 

is like a lot of movies 

 

Joey: Yeah. 

 

Becca; I'm not wearing that. 

 

Chris: sweet. 

 

Jc; awesome. 

 

Lance: I'd wear that. 

 



Levi: Joey is a male he had to make it slutty Becca -grabs his 

costume- but I must say this is taking on a Jedi look 

 

Becca; It's not that it's slutty. my clothes get ripped up all the time. 

the problem is that it's baby pink. 

 

Levi: yeah that is scary. how about, Joey, you make them again but 

make them all look the same? I'm not running around in Jedi clothes -

they look like the ones from the movie- 

 

Joey; Okay. Sorry I got a little carried away. 

 

Levi: its okay we still love you 

 

Becca; Just let me wear normal clothes. 

 

Levi: make them look as normal as possible but ya know make this 

'custom' to our powers. okay so what other cool stuff do you have? 

 

Chris: anything I can burn? 

 

Joey: weapons closet -opens door to that with remote- and if you need 

to light something on fire Chris, Kelly wants to do barbecue tonight. 

 

Chris: fine. I'll be there at five 

 

Justin: cool weapons 



 

Levi: SABERS! -he goes over pulling one down- what color? -turns it 

on and its red- sweet... 

 

Becca; good. you remembered the stuff I like -holds up stake- 

 

Levi: how did you learn to make them? 

 

Joey: Just find the right kind of chemical combination to make the 

crystal and then find a way to get it to react to Levi and Levi alone. 

 

Levi: good so no one else can use these. smart Joey. I don't trust 

Becca with something this complex. my old one was like this only 

anyone could set it up 

 

Becca; I prefer to use wood Levi. 

 

Levi: still, you can be tempted -swings the saber around then turns it 

off putting it back- me likey 

 

Becca; I'm just as prone to temptation as everyone else here 

 

Levi: okay then, I don't want anyone playing with them. you guys can 

have the guns and wood 

 

Joey: and axes. all the old fashioned stuff. 

 



Justin: well I use ice and water. I think Jc and Joey will be the only 

ones using guns 

 

Lance: I have my claws... and I think Becca will be the only other 

person using weapons. 

 

Levi: I think it's settled then. anything else Joey because I have some 

writing to do 

 

Joey: That's it for now. I gotta get Bri to piano lessons. 

 

Levi: if you want I can teach her for free if you ever hate having to 

blow 100 bucks a month -Levi stands in the window- you know where 

to find me -he jumps down landing on his motorcycle parked in the 

ally and drives off- 

 

Chris: Jc plays piano too man 

 

Jc: I don't do well with children 

 

Joey: I might just take Levi up on that offer. 

 

Chris: I think your kid will like Levi a lot. Levi can have tea parties 

with her and play dress up 

 

-Justin chuckles- 

 



Joey: He'd never get any rest. Thankfully now that mommy and 

daddy have new friends there's a lot more people to distract her so we 

can have rest. 

 

Justin: is that man gay or straight? I think he's like asexual or 

something 

 

Joey: it wouldn't surprise me. 

 

Brian: shall we go Lance? -they both work as pediatricians- 

 

Lance: Yeah. we should get going. 

 

Brian: see yal 

 

Jc: Later. 

 

Joey: bye! 

 

Chris: come on Jc we have to get ready to crash Joey's BBQ 

 

Jc; YAY! 

 

-they leave before Joey can protest- 

 

Justin: I'll see ya man. I have school work 

 



-Justin waves and goes- 

 

Becca: I'm gone -leaves- 

 

-Joey shrugs and gets home- 

 

-next day- 

 

-Joey shows up at Levi's loft that is down the street from the lab and 

has Bri- 

 

Levi: ahh so you want the free stuff? 

 

Joey: Yes. as it is we need to be saving more money. and we can't be 

blowing our budget on over priced lessons 

 

Levi: well I'm free and I hope Bri is a fast learner. what powers did 

she inherit? your speed, your brain, or both? 

 

Joey: My brain mostly. 

 

Levi: mkay. hi Bri you can call me Levi -holds out his hand- 

 

Brianna: hi Levi -waves to him- 

 

Levi: alright lets get this started then. how long do you want practice 

to be for her? 



 

Joey: About an hour or so. That's about how long she'll sit still. 

 

Bri: Wanna play now 

 

-Levi holds up his thumb and walks Bri into the very large and white 

loft- 

 

Levi: i hope the white doesn't blind you 

 

Bri; Bright. 

 

-the other side of the room was all window and it had a view of the 

city and the sun shines stright into it- 

 

Levi: the windows are tinted so it not that bad 

 

Bri: okay. 

 

-levi walks her over to his grand piano that was long and very shiny- 

 

Levi: this thing is very old. i've had it since the 1700's and just got it 

restored 

 

Bri: Pretty. daddy said I should be very careful around old things. 

 



Levi: don't worry. its just very sepcial to me and i trust you since your 

smart 

 

Bri addy says I am. 

 

-levi also had a large flat screen and a nice black couch the curved 

into a half circle around it. it was just oppostire of the door on the 

right. the left was his kitchen that was like a bar- 

 

Levi: so what do you already know about the piano? 

 

Bri: Scales. 

 

Levi: thats it? man your teacher sounds boring 

 

Bri: She thinks I'm stupid.\ 

 

Levi: but scales help you know what each key is and what it sounds 

like. and you aren't stuipd. how fast did you learn them and how 

many do you know? 

 

Bri: I know all the baisc ones. It only took me a few hours to learn 

them. 

 

Levi: theya re easy. well sits down -he sits down ont he bench- 

 

-Bri sits down next to Levi- 



 

Levi: okay so for warm up i just want you to play all the scales you 

know then we will get tot eh fun part -he grabs a folder off of the piano 

and starts going through it. on the front it said my songs- 

 

-Bri starts playing a ton of scales.- 

 

-levi finds some of songs that aren't his in the very back- 

 

Levi: i need a file cabnet for all of the mucis i have. theya re all in 

boxes in the patry over there -points tot eh door that is right across 

the kitchen- 

 

-Bri gets down and with some difficulty pulls one over to Levi- 

 

Levi: thank you. okay so what do i have? -he pulls otu folders that are 

names of composers. bri reconizes one- 

 

Bri; Beethoven. 

 

Levi: want to play some of his stuff? i belive i can break down some 

stuff for you. he has simple simple stuff then really hard stuff that 

took me years to memorize -levi pulls out the folder. bri watches as it 

pushes itself across the floor and back intot eh pnatry- i probably 

should ahve done that int eh first place 

 



Levi: you need work. mkay get back up here then we will have lots of 

fun 

 

-Bri gets back up next to him. 

 

Levi: alright. lets get ot work -he puts down a piece of papaer that 

looks extremly old and fragil- did you father ever tell you anything 

about me? 

 

Bri: he told me you were reallt powerful and that you wer also really 

old and that I had to be nice to you and not touch anything without 

you saying so. 

 

Levi: heh your father is smart. okay i was born in 1500 and alot of 

this music is like a real copy of it made by the real composer. i just 

amke copies so i can not destroy them but i'm not done with that yet. 

so all i ask is if you touch anything be careful with it because the only 

new thing in this place is the TV 

 

Bri: Okay. -plays the pice in front of her.- Easy 

 

Bri: How'd I do? 

 

Levi: you did great. you are smart. here lets try another one -pulls out 

a litte harder piece- 

 

-Bri plays that- 



 

-she struggles but she fixes it- 

 

Levi: you can sight read. have you played any of this stuff before? 

 

Bri: Nuh uh. old teacher wouldn't let me. 

 

Levi: alrighty then. -he puts another pice down and its a couple pages- 

how does that look? 

 

Bri: Fun. -plays it. she misses a couple notes but fixes it.- 

 

Levi: you are smart Bri. you are very smart. i think you'll just be 

coming voer here to play the piano 

 

Bri: Daddy said I need to learn though. 

 

Levi: do you know what i'm gonna do? i'm going to make capoies of as 

many songs as i can and i'll let you keep them 

 

Bri: Okay. 

 

Levi: show him that all these songs you've learned already. is there 

anything that you don't know how to do with the piano? 

 

Bri: Not really. I have a hard time reaching the pedals but I can' take 

care of that. 



 

bri: Thanks for the lesson. 

 

Bri: Do you want me to call daddy now? 

 

Levi: we have a half hour to go. we can just do other stuff. what else 

do you like doing? 

 

Bri: I like cookies. 

 

Levi: can you cook? 

 

Bri: Uh huh. Mommy taught me. She won't let me use the stove or 

oven or knives though. 

 

Levi: mkay i can take care of htat -picks up bri walking her intot eh 

kitchen- what kind of cookies do you want to make? 

 

Bri: Suger cookies. We can make those in half an hour. 

 

Levi: then lets get to you. tell me what we need 

 

-bri tells him the ingedients and te directions- 

 

-levi listens to her telling him everything they ahve to do- 

 



inner levi: this good that she knows this. she probably could teach me 

some things 

 

-when joey shows up they are watching some little girl show on the 

flatscreen tv eating cookies and milk- 

 

Bri: DADDY1 -run to him huging him- 

 

Joey ;Hey kiddo. Where did you get the cookies? 

 

bri; i taught Levi how to make them. 

 

Joey: Oh really? 

 

Levi: yep i'm stupid liek that -has a mouth full of cookie- 

 

joey: So I tae it she did well in her lessons? 

 

Bri: Levi says I don't need them. 

 

Levi: bri why don't you go bag up the cookies so you can take them 

home and i'llt ake with Joey 

 

Bri: Okay. 

 

-levi stis down with jeoy- 

 



-she goes over and starts bagging cookies- 

 

Levi:y our kid is smarter then me and i'm 500 

 

joey; Wow....She really did get the family brains. 

 

Levi: she sight reads like that -snaps his fingers- and she memorizes 

respies. id idn't have to pull out a cook book once 

 

Levi: she doesn't need lessons i think her coming over here is just 

time for her to relax. she loves playing and i have a crap load of music 

i'm gonna copy and give ehr to play at your house 

 

Joey: Kelly's been showing her how to cook. I think the kid 

memorized Julia Childe's  cookbook. 

 

Joey: Thanks. 

 

Levi: dang i wish i was that smart. yeah i ahve all the music i have 

emroized but hey it took me 500 years. your lucky to have her and if 

she ever wants to come over and play my 300 year old piano or get 

more music let her 

 

Levi: besides she makes good cookies -finishes up his- 

 

Joey: She;s just like her mom in that sense. Kelly's a tomboy but she's 

good with cookies. 



 

Levi: me likey -bri comes back over with the cookies- 

 

Bri: You sure you don't want some Levi? 

 

Levi: i'm very sure i had my fill. next time i want yuou to teach me 

how to make chocolate chip 

 

Bri: Okay. 

 

Joey: See ya later Levi. 

 

Levi: alter ma -levi suddenly rubs his forehead- 

 

-Joey and Bri leave- 

 

Levi: joey! 

 

joey: yeah? 

 

Levi: hurry and get bri home i'll meet you at the lab -levi grabs his 

keys- 

 

-joey piggybacks Bri home and then comes back- 

 

-at the lab- 

 



Brian: what is it my pager wouldn't stop going off 

 

Becca; Same here. 

 

Lance; Crime? 

 

-levi was standing there in his new new costume- 

 

Levi: a robbery is about to happen downtown 

 

Becca; Great. i get ot kick the shit out of someone. 

 

Levi: come on lets hurry so we can stop it. we have -levi thinks- 20 

minutes 

 

Lance; More than enough time. Lets go. -runs out the door- 

 

Becca; Got it. 

 

Jc; Lets do this. 

 

-they all dress and head out- 

 

levi: its right there -points at the very ver very big bank- 

 

-levi was wearing a amsk over his eyes and it apparently made people 

not reconize him- 



 

Becca; You'd have to be one hell of an idiot to want to rob that. 

 

Levi: they aren't idiots they are mutants. come on around back 

 

-Becca had a hood that coverd half her face- 

 

-they go- 

 

Levi: okay some people inside and some poeple outside 

 

Brian: i'll head inside 

 

Justin: same here 

 

Becca; I'll take down bepole outside. 

 

Chris: i'll be out here. jc can be inside and out 

 

-levi nods and takes two jc's brian and himself inside while the toehrs 

stay outside- 

 

Lance; Anyone see anything abnormal? 

 

Levi: mkay just stay calm and keep an eye out i know something is 

going to happen soon -levi is wearing a long coat to hide his outfit 

along witht eh otehrs- lets spread out 



 

Brian: got it 

 

Justin: mkay 

 

Lance; uh huh.  

 

Becca; Right. 

 

Jc: we're on it. 

 

-levi justin jc jc brian lance go inside and spread out watching. becca 

chris jc jc joey stay outside keep an eye out as well- 

 

Becca; Still no sign of anything unusual. 

 

-they all ahve walkie talky things that joey made when he got drunk a 

few ngiht ago- 

 

Levi: mkay looks for any car or truck that might seem suspisous 

 

becca; So look for big white vans? 

 

-suddenly people through the bank hold up guns firing them and 

scaring the shit out of everyone- 

 

Levi: shit theya re here -ducks- 



 

-Becca jumps abit and gets out her stake- 

 

Brian: guys outside check for vehicals that might be down the block 

or descised 

 

-levi cralws on the floor and the guys with guns go over and start 

working on getting intot eh vault- 

 

Jc; Right. -sens out duplicates to look- 

 

-Lance starts scanning the area- 

 

Becca; We found it. 

 

Levi: okay keep an eye on it 

 

-levi stands up and takes of his cloke- 

 

Becca; Want me to slash the tires? 

 

Levi: no becca just watch the truck 

 

Levi: hey ass holes with guns! 

 

Becca; Damn. 

 



-brian justin and jc's stand- 

 

Asshole whith gun 1: WHAT! 

 

Levi: you are stupid ya know that? 

 

-levi holds onto his saber- 

 

-justin turns to ice- 

 

Asshole with gun 2: shit. 

 

-brian's fingernails grow and he hisses fangs growing- 

 

Levi: seriously i knew you were gonna do this i've been wiating for ten 

minutes 

 

Asshole with gun 3: FIRE! -starts shooting- 

 

Levi: shit! -the firing is extremly acqrate. he jumps intot eh air and 

rbian starts doging the bulets on all fours- 

 

jc; you can't get us1 you can't get us! -all his duplicates are running 

around- 

 

-one of them gets hit- 

 



Jc: owowowowow! 

 

Levi: okay time for action -he pulls out hsis aber blocking the bulets- 

 

Becca; Slashing tires now! 

 

Brian: do it bec - brian is shot int eh chest- fuck -he falls to the ground 

 

Lance; BRIIIIIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAN! 

 

Levi: oh god -it was from one of the bulets he smacks away from him- 

 

-brian lies ont eh ground- 

 

-Becca slahes the tires and starts smashing up the car- 

 

Levi: Lance focus on the guys with guns! 

 

-Lance in a red hot rage starts clawing at the gus with guns - 

 

-levi storms over to one and slices off his head and it rolls in front of a 

little kid- 

 

levi: sorry! -he throws the head and body off into a corner- 

 

Kid; cool. 

 



-levi grins and uses the forse on a desk that flys and sashes two guys 

against a wall- 

 

-the poilce come and arrest the two surviving robbers. 

 

-levi looks at brian- 

 

Levi: brian? 

 

Lance; Brian..No. -goes over to him- Please baby don't go. 

 

Brian: i'm gonna -he coughs and lance rolls him over. his chest is 

bleeding- its okay Lance 

 

-levi walks over- 

 

Lance; Brian stay with me. Please don't go. 

 

-brian kisses alnce's nose- 

 

Brian: we all ahve to go sometime ya know? 

 

lance; Please baby. I don't wanna be alone again. 

 

Brian: you won't okay? -brian puts his hand on lance's back rubbing 

it- i'm gonna always be with you but i............... -he gasps- move on 

 



-levi keeps watching- 

 

-the others run ina dn jc goes abck to one. they also watch- 

 

Levi: you were a great guy Brian 

 

Lance; Please baby...-is trying to hold back tears.- I don't want to lose 

you again. 

 

Brian: i'll be right here -pat his chest- its cheesy but its true. i love you 

-brian holds lance's back as lance begins to sob- 

 

Lance; I love you too.  

 

-Brian dies- 

 

-lance holds brian tightly- 

 

Becca; We need to get going. The police will want to talk to us and we 

can't bee nseen here. 

 

Levi: i'm sorry lance i didn't mean to ahve the bulet go towards him -

lance growls and starts hitting levi's chest still in tears screaming you 

took him away again then he stops and just holds levi's chest crying- 

 

-levi rubs lance's chest- 

 



Levi: chris take brian's body and put it in the car. 

 

Lance: I'm alone again. I want him back. I want him back. 

 

-levi holds onto lance not really understanding his emotions- 

 

Levi: i know its hard 

 

Lance; How the hell would you know? -goes holding himself. Jc and 

Joey put thier arms around him and help him into hte car- 

 

-at the lab levi starts to clean brian up and wraps him in a nice cloke- 

 

Levi: chris we are going to go out to the forest and we are going to 

start a fire 

 

Chris: okay Levi 

 

-levi looks at brian- 

 

Jc; i took Lance home. Joey is staying with him until he calms down. 

 

inner levi: you guys had a great relationship. brian will be with lance 

 

-chris and levi drive out tot eh forest and chris and him set up a nice 

fire lying down brian there- 

 



-lance shows up with the others- 

 

Chris: do you want to say anything before i do it? 

 

Lance; No. Just do it. 

 

Justin: he was a cool cat 

 

Joey: Nice guy. 

 

jc: I liked hi, 

 

-levi watches off tot eh side as chris hits him with fire- 

 

-Becca is silent- 

 

-they stay out there until there is nothing but ashes- 

 

-levi reaches out his hand and the ashes swirl up intot he air and he 

send them down into a jar. he closes it- 

 

Levi: here. i know brian will stay with you always lance -hands over 

the jar- 

 

Lance; He won't be there though. -he takes the jar and leaves- 

 

-levi sighs- 



 

Levi: i'm going to walk back guys 

 

Chris: that ten miles levi 

 

Levi: i can do it. -he starts walking- 

 

Becca; He'll be okay chris. Let him go. I'm walking too. 

 

Jc; But it's cold out. 

 

Becca; I can find a resturanunt  I can sellp near. 

 

Justin: come on guys -pulls jc and chris to the car- 

 

sleep 

 

-becca walks next to levi who is staring straight ahead- 

 

Joey: Later guys. -starts running- 

 

Levi: it sucks ya know? 

 

Becca; Tell me something I don' talready know. 

 

Levi: no its......... lance is right. i don't know what he's feeling or what 

anyone feels. i hide it deep down and it.............. i know its there i can 



feelt he love and hate and sadness but its so far away that its just a 

whisper to me. i don't get these feelings. i just make sure everyone is 

happy but when they aren't i don't get it 

 

Becca; I've said it before and i'll say it again. Hideing emotions just 

isn't going to help you. It's okay to e emotionless durig missions. But 

when you're not you need to have a little empathy. One reason I've cut 

off all ties with my friends and family is because i don't want them to 

get involved so I don't end up getting to emotional. Int the end I just 

ended up hurting myself. 

 

Levi: but i can't help but hide it. i've done it for so long i don't know 

how to get up. i meditate and try to find myself but when i do its like 

'holy shit' 

 

Levi: i haven't even had any sexual attrations to anyone ever before 

 

Becca: Get laid. It might help. 

 

Levi: -laugh- okay then that sounds easy. but i know that just fucking 

someone isn't a good idea 

 

Becca; I could be wrong but i know me loseing my virginity in a way 

opened my eyes. 

 

Levi: well i'll look into it. thanks Beck 

 



Becca; Whatev. -they're nearing a town. Becca goes behind a 

resturaunt and curls up- 

 

-levi shrugs and keeps going- 

 

-the next morning- 

 

Jc; Morning everyone. 

 

-they meet at the lab- 

 

-levi is sitting in a chair meditating- 

 

-Becca smells a little of teriyaki. she was sleeping behind a japanese 

resturaunt- 

 

Chris: you smeel like some very good food 

 

becca; It's better than sleeping behind a bar. much warmer. 

 

Jc: You're homeless? 

 

Becca; i'm used to it. 

 

Joey: Well enough chitchat. What are we doing today? 

 

Levi: find becca a house 



 

Levi: or apartment whatever works. we are also gonna find her a nice 

job 

 

Chris: there is an openning at my radio station 

 

Becca; i have one. 

 

Levi: a paying job becca 

 

-levi is still meditating his eyes closed- 

 

Becca: Fine. 

 

Chris: mostly at the station you'll be my assistant 

 

Becca; Sure. Whatever. 

 

Chris: its a good pay 

 

Inner Jc: He wants to get closer to her. 

 

-Jc gettin jelous- 

 

Levi: mkay we have that settled. now i want joey and justin to go into 

town and find a nice apartment near by for becca 

 



Levi: until becca gets paid i'll pay for it 

 

joey: Okay, 

 

-Lance didn't show up- 

 

Levi: get to it people. and jc go check up on lance 

 

Jc: Okay. 

 

-they disperse- 

 

-Becca stays.- 

 

Becca: Why are you trying to help me? 

 

Levi: why shouldn't I? you and i are gonna go buy furniture 

 

Becca; dear god. I can't stand shopping. 

 

-they go- 

 

-becca watches as levi buys her a bed couch chair table set all the 

stuff and dishes. he is using cash and becca is sutnned he has that all- 

 

Becca; i take you saved up alot in all your years? 

 



Levi: i am 500 i save up. i'm a billonar in secret and keep most of my 

money int eh bank. i just took it out so i can get this all taken care of -

levi rented a moving truck and uses the forse to load everything in 

carfully- 

 

Becca; I see. 

 

-later on- 

 

Levi: okay so did you find soemthing? 

 

Joey: Yeah. It's this apartment just outside below our lab. It's a little 

pricey but with the paychecks people at that radio station get Becca 

should be able to afford it no sweat. 

 

Levi: and until then i'll pay for it 

 

Justin; did you buy all fo this?! 

 

Becca; yeah. Cash. 

 

Levi: yeah i'm a billonar. come on i'm gonna set up a deal with the 

paartment 

 

-they drive over and soon they are all moving everything isde. 

actually its just them holding open doors and levi using the forse- 

 



Levi: okay so where do you want everything becca i am at your 

control 

 

Justin: heh 

 

Becca; that goes there and that goes there. -she starts commanding 

the guys left right and center- 

 

-levi doesn't argue but justina nd jeoy get anyed- 

 

-soon tis done- 

 

Levi: mkay. thi sis a nice palce becca you have a nice sense of style 

 

Justin: meh! -justin falls to the ground pooped- 

 

becca; Okay now everyone out so I can get some sleep. 

 

-levi pushes the guys out and he waves before shutting the door- 

 

Justin: i can't belive you would do something like that for her! 

 

-becca could hear them- 

 

Joey; Yeah. 

 

Jc: I mean she's okay but still. 



 

Levi: she is a great chick and she deserves the best. thats what love is 

isn't it? 

 

Joey; wait. You love her? 

 

Levi: the love poeple feel for friends and family yes. i'm not sexual 

attrated to her 

 

Jc: okay. that makes more sense. 

 

Levi: she'll find someone like that soon 

 

-Becca goes to her room haveing heard enough and going to sleep on 

her bed- 

 

Jc; Who knows. 

 

-she hasn't ever slept better- 

 

-the next day levi is playing around in the lab when lance shows up 

looking. like. shit- 

 

Levi: hello Lance 

 

Lance; meh. 

 



Levi: so... how are you doing? 

 

Lance; How do you think? 

 

Levi: i really am sorry that he died lance but Brian will always be with 

you 

 

Lance; He won't be there though. I can't touch him anymore. I can't 

see him. I can't talk with him or be near him. He's gone. 

 

Levi: he wants you to move on 

 

Lance; How the hell am I supposed to? It's a repeat of when i lost him 

the first time. Everyday was utter hell. And now i'm right back where 

I was.  

 

Levi: at least this time he really is gone and you know he isn't coming 

abck -levi winces when lance glares- 

 

Lance; I knew he wasn't coming back the first time. 

 

Levi: thena gain each time it was me who................. well i didn't know 

he was good thena nd just lost but now Brian was able to die happy 

and with friends 

 

lance; I'm alone again. You don't know how that feels. To be truly 

alone. 



 

Levi: i guess i knew how that felt for several hundred years Lance 

 

Levi: no friend no family i was just wandering the world earning 

money earning temorary fame being a super hero and not given 

really anything i really really really wanted 

 

Lance; Yo don't know how it feels o lose the love of your life. 

 

Levi: i killed my family i know how it feels 

 

Lance; Not that kind of love. I'm talking about the kid you don't know 

how to feel. 

 

Levi: no one has ever wanted to love me so i'm not able to feel it 

 

Levi: lov em elike THAT 

 

Lance; what? 

 

Levi: i've never had anyone in my life before that could even possibly 

be a friend so how am i supose to understand i'm just trying to help 

 

Lance: Forget it. I just want to be alone right now. -he leaves- 

 

-levi hits the wall and the building begins tos ahke. alnce stumbles int 

he doorway- 



 

-it keeps shaking as levi stares at the wall- 

 

-it wakes Becca up- 

 

Levi: i'm never going to understand emotions every chance i try to 

help people they always say 'i don't understand'. why do i ahve to 

understand i'm just trying to help! 

 

Inner Becca; levi's in one of his moods again. I don't need to be in work 

for another three hours. 

 

inner levi: no one understands me so why should i understand them. 

i've always been a loner for 500 years and i have no family left. i 

would rather be a loner then being critisied for the fact i don't show 

emotions. if not like i'm always angry or i think i'm better then you i 

wish i could show my emotions BUT I CAN'T! 

 

-the building keeps shaking and lance falls down tot eh ground unable 

to get up- 

 

-Becca gets knocked out of bed and hits he head falling unconcious- 

 

Lance: just let me leave! 

 

-the building stops shaking and levi starts to cry still up against the 

wall- 



 

Levi: i can't even die 

 

Lance; that emothion is called anger. You're also feeling sadness. Just 

though you should know. -leaves- 

 

-levi keeps crying- 

 

-he leaves the building and goes to his loft cutting off all contact from 

everyone, just sending a check for becca once in a while when he 

knows she needs the money- 

 

-brianna wanted to see levi badly- 

 

-the had to take Becca to the hospital because of her cuncussion- 

 

Bri: I wanna see Levi. I promised I'd teach him to make chocolate chip 

cookies. 

 

Joey; I know kiddo. But Levi's not doing to well. 

 

Chris: amybe if you took her to him maybe that would sanp him out of 

it. he's becoming a loner all voer again 

 

Lance: Let him stew in his own misery. He deserves it. 

 

Jc: Lance no one deserves that. 



 

Justin: lance you lost brian don't make other's suffer too 

 

Joey: I'll drop Bri off at his place. If he doesn't open the door I'll take 

her home. -take Brianna- 

 

-at levi's- 

 

-they can hear music playing inside- 

 

Joey: Okay sweetie. Call me when you're ready to have me pick you 

up. 

 

Bri: Okay.  

 

-she goes and knocks on the door- 

 

Bri: Levi? It's me. I have the stuff for chocolate chip cookies. 

 

-she hears the door unlock- 

 

Bri: Levi? 

 

-the music is still playing- 

 

-Bri goes in cautiously- 

 



-he i sat the piano staring out the window while playing a song hse 

hasn't heard before- 

 

Bri: Whatcha playing? 

 

-he starts singing- 

 

Bri: It sounds pretty. 

 

-levi looks at bri and motions for ehr to sit down next to him- 

 

-she obeys- 

 

-levi looks at the keys and keeps singing and bri listens- 

 

Bri; It's nice. 

 

-levi finishes it and smiles- 

 

Levi: i wrote it when i was about 100 years old but i looked about 1. i 

aged really really slowly 

 

Levi: now i just look 18. i like being small 

 

bri: are you done ageing? 

 

Levi: yeah i have been like this for 200 years 



 

Bri: Good. I don't want you to die. 

 

Levi: why>? 

 

Bri: Cause daddy and mommy say that we all have to die. That means 

mommy and daddy will go soon and so will all my friends. But you 

won't. that makes me feel alot better. 

 

Levi: -smile- well you'll die someday but you'll be old and you'll be with 

your husband and have a fmaily. then you'lls ee all your friends and 

family in the afterlife 

 

Bri: I don't know if there is one. I'll belive it when I see it. 

 

Levi: heh your funny. want me to play another one of my songs? 

 

Bri: Uh huh. You know levi. You say you odn't have feelings but I 

think you do. You just show them diffrently. 

 

Levi: people don't understand that though. they think i'm like a robot 

 

-he pretends to move like a robot- 

 

Levi: does not compute 

 



Bri: no. Robots are shiney. and they don't sound like that and don't 

like cookies. 

 

-levi laughs and starts to play another song- 

 

-they stay like that for a while.- 

 

-bri likes alot of his songs that he plays- 

 

-on eis called incomplete- 

 

Brianna: I think you like someone. I don't know who but I think you 

do. 

 

Levi: i like alot of people 

 

Bri: no i mean the kind of like that Mommy and Daddy have. 

 

Levi: ahh. i think i do too 

 

Bri: You should tell them. 

 

Levi: theya re going through a ahrd time and they don't think i 

understand things like they do 

 

Bri: Maybe if you word it diffrently. Daddy sayd if you phrase things 

just right it can really make a diffrence. 



 

Levi: you are a samrt girl -he sighs- want to teach me how to mkae 

thsoe cookies now? 

 

Bri: We need to let the butter thaw out first. -gets up of the bench and 

starts getting out the stuff- 

 

-levi follows them. a while later all the guys show up and levi and bri 

are at the piano. levi is singing while bri is playing one of his songs- 

 

-he taught ehr this is promsie you- 

 

Joey; Hey. How're you to doing? 

 

-theya re in the middle of it- 

 

Bri; No cookies for you daddy. It's too late in the day and you 

shouldn't ruin your appitite. 

 

-bri shushes them so levi can keep singing- 

 

Levi: 'every word i say is true - this i romise you. ooooo i promise you' 

-bri finishes up on the piano- 

 

Bri: and no cookies for Uncle Chris. He needs to lose weight. 

 



jc: hahaha! See Chris. If a little kid is calling you fat then you know 

it's bad. 

 

Chris: shut up 

 

-levi grins- 

 

Becca; Can i have one Bri? -he head is bandaged- 

 

Bri; yes. You need weight. 

 

Levi: bri want to see a trick i learned? 

 

Bri; Uh huh. 

 

-levi hodls his ahdns over the piano and a complex version of mary 

had a little lamb begins to play- 

 

-Bri sits there wide eyed- 

 

-once he's done allt eh keys pound down at once- 

 

Levi: i control you piano -he says it in a low voice- 

 

-Bri giggles- 

 

Levi: mkay its time for you to go Bri 



 

Bri: Bye bye! 

 

Joey; later Levi. 

 

-levi waves- 

 

-they all leave- 

 

-except for lance- 

 

-levi goes back to playing the piano softly- 

 

Lance; I wanted to say I was sorry. I didn't have any right to treat you 

like that, 

 

Levi: i can tell since you are still here 

 

Levi: i think this song can fit you lance............... -he begins to sing it 

looking at lance- 

 

Lance: You're right. It's time for me to move on. Just hought i should 

tell you that.  

 

Levi: you can sit down nex tot me i won't bite 

 

-Lance sits- 



 

-levi keeps playing to the end then puts his ahdns behind his head- 

 

Levi: i love the piano 

 

Lance: I never really listened to it that much but it is nice. 

 

Levi: my favorite song. it fits me very well 

 

Lance; I don't know how it fits me. i can't seem to get past things. 

 

Levi: yeah you can. because your heart can go on because brian will 

always be in your heart 

 

Lance; one thing that's always bothered me about afterlife type stuff 

is if someone who you loved dies and you find someone else. Then 

what happens when you die and they die too? Do you have to choose 

bewteen the two? 

 

Levi: well... maybe the one your supose to be with is the one you die 

with. maybe when you find the one you never do move on and know 

you'll see them again. do you think brian was the one? because you'll 

never die 

 

Lance; Not by natural causes anyways. And I knew he was the one. 

 

Lance; At least I wanted him to. 



 

Lance; I guess I was wrong. 

 

Levi: well he mgiht be he might not. -levi is sitting close to alnce and 

looks at him- you just gonna ahve to figure that out now aren't you? -

tehre faces are like a few inches part here poeple- 

 

Lance; I just...I just loved him so damn much. -he is about to get up 

but he slips and he falls his lips landing on Levi's- 

 

-levi slipes too and they both end up falling off the bench- 

 

Levi: ouff -lance lands on top of him- 

 

Lance; sorry. 

 

Levi: its okay i think i polishes the bench too much 

 

Lance; Is it okay with you if we just stay like this for a bit? 

 

Levi: um my back is kind of hurting so i don't want to move for a while 

 

lance: Okay. -lays back down on Levi. 

 

-lance rests his heas on his chest and levi has his hand on his back. 

levi just barly moves it then alnce sits up making the first move- 

 



Lance; I should get going. 

 

-levi nods- 

 

Levi: mkay 

 

-levi sits up his back popping. he looks at lance- 

 

lance; yes? -he's at the door- 

 

Levi: um... i... well maybe it snot smart for me to do 

 

Lance; Is there somethig you need? 

 

-levi stands up and walks over taking some cookies and giving them 

to lance- 

 

Levi: i need to get rid of them 

 

Lance; Why? 

 

Levi: we made like six batches 

 

Lance; I thought you liked these? 

 

Lance; Figures. You should have seen brianna when she made me and 

Brian oatmeal. 



 

-levi smiles and puts his ahdns in his back pocket- 

 

Levi: he'll always be with you lance so quit being despressed 

 

Lance: I just want to hold him again. that's all. 

 

-levi pats lance's shoulder- 

 

Levi: its hard i understand but i think he would agree and would want 

you to move on 

 

Lance; Right....-he leaves. when he gets to his apartment heleaves the 

cookies on the counter and throws himself onto his bed sobbing- 

 

-levi takes a nap- 

 

-the next day a kidnapping happens. but it bri and joey is freaking out 

like no other- 

 

Becca; Joey I know you're upset but seriously freaking out is not 

going to solve a damn thing. -her head is still bandaged- 

 

Joey: my little girl. Where is she? 

 

Levi: i'm trying to figure that out Joey 

 



-he is meditating- 

 

Becca; i knew this was happening. My dream ended right wneh they 

were taking her. 

 

Levi: everyone be calm i'm finding something 

 

Jc; What? 

 

Levi: joey do you have enemies? 

 

joey; No. Some friendly rivals but nobody that I really consider an 

enemy. Why? 

 

Levi: well i think you do now -he stands up and they all follow levi- 

 

-he takes them out to the forest- 

 

Levi: some anti-mutants -they have bri tied up and she is attached to 

a tree. a group of people are surounding her some ready to kill- 

 

Levi: why a little kid? 

 

Joey: Those bastards. 

 

Becca; isn't it obvious? Keep mutants from reproduceing no little 

mutants no little mutants we all go extinct. 



 

-levi walks up to them- 

 

Levi: hi sirs may ia sk why you have a kid against a tree and you 

ready to shoot her? 

 

Man: You new to the group? This thing is a mutant. We need to get rid 

of it before it destroys all human kind. 

 

Levi: how is a cute little angel like that a mutant? 

 

Man: abnormally smart. An IQ above anything that a normal human 

would have. We tried to get her freak father but we couldn't find him. 

 

Leiv: probably too fast for his own good. well why is she not there 

now? -they turna round and the ropes are untied and she is gone. joey 

was fast- 

 

Bri: Daddy. 

 

Joey: Shh. It's okay. You're safe now. 

 

man; You're one of them! -pulls gun on Levi- 

 

-levi steps back. he left his light sbaer- 

 

Levi: well i can always do what the sith did 



 

-he hodls out hsi hands and shoots electrc curents out of his fingers- 

 

-the man screams and falls unconsious- 

 

Jc: I'll take these bastards to the poliece. 

 

Levi: okay guys -he does the same tot eh toehrs then falls to his 

knees- that really drains me 

 

-he holds his chest struggling to breath- 

 

Lance:  You gonna be okay? 

 

Levi: doing that drians me but its very effective. i'll be fine -he stands 

up and wobbles a bit- mkay maybe not -he goes pale and falls tot eh 

ground hitting his hea dona rock of all things- 

 

-he forgot he has metal on his bones so he was hitting them and 

himself at the same time- 

 

inenr levi:t rippy 

 

Chris: fun -he picks up levi- 

 

Becca; Come on he needs medical attention. 

 



-they nod and take him to lance's office where he checks him out- 

 

Justin:w as it jsut me or when he did his electric attack he also sort of 

lit up? 

 

Becca; the metal on his bones is a perfect conductor along with the 

water in his system. it probably did a number on him. 

 

Chris: smart 

 

-lance takes off levi's shirt and his chest was burned and you could 

see his ribs and some orgasn there. even his heart. the bones were 

shiny metal- 

 

Chris: eww! 

 

-his heart was beating and justing ags- 

 

Becca; wuss. 

 

Justin: ew ew ew 

 

Lance; we need to get him to a hospital. justin get a grip and help me 

out here. 

 

Joey: Brianna don't look. -covers her eyes- 

 



-suddenly levi wakes up moaning- 

 

levi: meh. owie that hurt 

 

-he sits up and yelps- 

 

Levi: my chest! 

 

Lance; Lay back down. 

 

-levi nods and lies back down- 

 

Levi: that is scary. i cans ee my heart 

 

-he watches as it beats and watches his lung go upa dnd owna s he 

breaths- 

 

Lance; Don't look okay we're gonna get you to a hospital and try to get 

you patched up. 

 

Levi: actaully i feel it doing it on its own -bri breaks away from joey 

and watches as levi's skin regnerates over his chest- 

 

Bri: cooooool 

 

Levi: see? all better. but i'm not doing the electric thingy again. stupid 

metal it effects me now 



 

-levi looks in his pants and goes green- 

 

Justin: what? 

 

Levi: MY DICK! WHERE THE HELL IS IT?! 

 

Lance; Ummm. 

 

-levi whimeprs and scares at it then after a while he starts tos ee 

something- 

 

Levi: oh good for a second i thought i lost my manhood. 

 

-levi shutters then stands up- 

 

Chris: well once we get back you can see if it still works 

 

Becca; this is why I am glad my genitalia is inside me and not falpping 

around for the world to see. 

 

Jc; No chrissy. You're all mine. 

 

-chris grins and hugs jc- 

 

Levi: i'm heading home i need a nap 

 



Lance; same here. 

 

-he walks out and they all go eww at his spine being covered up- 

 

Becca; whatev 

 

-levi goes back to his palce and showers then meditates then 

amsterbates then goes to bed- 

 

-at the radi ostation the next day- 

 

Chris: your doing a good job here becca 

 

Becca; Thanks. -dosne't look up from her computor- 

 

inner chris: why am i attracted to her i want Jc 

 

-one of the other assistants is carrying some water. He falls over- 

 

-and of course it's all over becca now- 

 

Assistant: Sorry! 

 

-Becca looks at him whith a death glare- 

 

Becca; Smooth move. Now go away. 

 



-chris stares at becca and feels his body getting hot- 

 

-Becca get up- 

 

Becca: I'm heading to the bathroom. If you need anything just hack 

into my computor. And why are you stareing at me like that? 

 

-chris looks away- 

 

-when becca goes to the bathroom he can't help it. he goes after her 

then pushes her tot eh wall kisses her passiontetly- 

 

Becca; ow! Chris get off1 

 

Chris: i need you becca like really bad and if i don't i have no clue 

what will happen 

 

Becca; Waht the hell? 

 

Chris: the fire is burning becca and your wet and your gonna cool me 

down 

 

Becca; So basically you want to fuck me. 

 

-chris nods and sucks on ehr neck- 

 

-Becca moans- 



 

-he runs his hand up ehr chest and grabs her boob- 

 

-Becca feels her pussy getting wet- 

 

-he rubs her nipple then rips off her shirt along withe rh bra sucking 

on ehr nipples- 

 

Chris: mmmmmm fuck your hot 

 

-Becca grips his head burying her fingers in his hair- 

 

Becca: You're not bad looking yourself. 

 

-chris lipes his ahnds in her pants using a figner to rub her clit- 

 

Chris: ya like that? 

 

Becca; Fuck yes. 

 

Becca; We shouldn't be doing this here. Someone could see. 

 

-chris pushes her into a stalla nd lcoks the door pullsing off her pnats 

and getting his pants down- 

 

Chris: i'll make it quick -he turns ehr around bending ehr over- 

 



-Becca grips the walls of the stall spreading her legs out and trying to 

keep her balance. She's in  heels- 

 

-chris gets on his knees licking her jusices- 

 

Chris: oh yeah 

 

-Becca bites her lip trying to keep the noise down- 

 

-chris soon stand supa dn slams into ehr fucking ehr fast and 

gronaing- 

 

Chris: ya like that? 

 

Becca; yes. Yes of god Chris fuck me! 

 

-he makes it very quick- 

 

-when thier done both of them are on the floor panting- 

 

Chris: man i needed that but the worse part is i want more 

 

Becca; not here. Besides you have jayce. He's goning to be really hurt 

when he finds out about this. 

 



Chris: thats the thing -he dresses- i thoguht this would ger id of my 

feelings but i just think it amde them stronger. i'm falling in love with 

you and falling away from jc and i hate to hurt him 

 

Becca: You need to tell him. And i need to borrow your jacket. You left 

my shirt in shreds. 

 

Chris: sorry hands it over then leaves- 

 

-Becca dresses and takes the rest of the day off. She had a little 

vacation time- 

 

-chris goes back and is quiet and jc is qorried- 

 

Jc: Baby? Is something wrong? 

 

Jc; You're awefully quiet 

 

brb keep writeng 

 

Chris: i fucked becca today. i thought it would stop my attraction for 

her -he looks at jc- it didn't 

 

Jc: What....-he looks hurt- Chris....why. You cheatd. 

 

-Jc sits down in shock. He has a hurt look on his face- 

 



Chris: i thoguht it would save our relationship i thought it was just i 

need to fuck ehr thats it! -he get on his knees in front of jc- jc i'm 

falling in lvoe with ehr -his voice goes quiet- i'm so sorry 

 

Jc: I...I thought you loved me. I thought that we were going to always 

be together. 

 

Chris: i thgouht so too -he rests his hea din jc's lap- 

 

Jc; Leave. -he has some tears now- Just leave. 

 

-chris stands up and kisses jc's head leaving- 

 

-a while alter justin shows up waondering where chris is- 

 

Justin: hey J care you okay? i came tos ee chris is he here? 

 

Jc: the cheating scum bag is definately not here. He's not welcome 

here anymore. 

 

Jc: He fucked Becca. No doubt he's there haveing his way with her 

right now. 

 

Justin: oh god. i'm sorry Jc -he sits down next to him- i really am are 

you gonna be okay? 

 



Jc: Yeah. It's not like I haven't been there before. It's the same thing 

everytime. I meet someone and I think that they're the one. Then out 

of nowhere they leave and I end up all alone again. I'm such a 

hopeless romantic. 

 

-justin hugs jc- 

 

Justin: you are not 

 

Jc; I loved him I knew he liked her. i never thought he'd cheat. I loved 

him so much. what did I do wrong? 

 

Jc; What am i doing wrong? 

 

Justin: you didn't do anything wrong. you were acting yourself. i 

know chris loved you but you guys aren't meant to be Jc. are you still 

friends? 

 

Jc; I don't know. I told him to get out.  I was so angry. -cries- 

 

-justin holds onto jc- 

 

Justin: you'll be okay 

 

-Jc cries holding onto Justin- 

 

-soon jc calms down and justin makes some tea- 



 

Jc; I just don't understand. I've been looking for someone all my llife 

but i can't seem to find him. What am i missing? 

 

-justin hands jc his tea- 

 

Justin: i don't know. 

 

Jc; You had a girlfriend once didn't you? 

 

Justin: yeah a long time ago 

 

Jc: didn't you think that she was the one? 

 

Justin: yeah id id, but then i realized i was gay. i told her and she told 

some of her football buddies and they raped me. she asked me if i still 

thgouht iw as gay now and i said yes and she storms off hating me 

 

Jc: you really did have it bad. My I came out to my family when I was 

15. they didn't like it but they learned to live with it.  

 

Justin: my parnets didn't like me being gay and don't talk to me so i 

never told them about me beigna a mutant 

 

Jc; My family found out about my powers shortly aftr I was born. 

Mom was a mutant so I got it from her. 

 



Justin: heh. your dad probably had fun with that. sorry 

 

Jc; I drove him crazy. And when i learned to walk. Oh man. 

 

-justin laughs- 

 

Justin: so what did she die of? 

 

Jc; Cancer. 

 

Justin: i'm sorry -rubs jc's back- 

 

Jc; We didn't find out until it was to late. Even with kemo they said 

she would only have a few months to live. i was only six when she 

died. I was really close to her. 

 

-Jc takes a picture off the wall.- Jc: this was her before it hit. 

 

-justin looksa t it- 

 

Justin: you take after her. -he ahdns it abck- you'll find that right guy 

sooner or later Jc don't worry 

 

Jc: I don't want to be alone ever. 

 

Justin: you won't i'm sure of it -he finishes his tea putting it down- 

 



-Jc puts down his cup and goes over to Justin hugging him- 

 

Jc: Stay with me. I can't face being alone tonight. 

 

-justin hugs him back- 

 

Justin: alright. want to watch a movie? 

 

Jc: Okay. 

 

-they watch Titanic- 

 

Justin: that song could fit Lance ya know? 

 

Jc: yeah. I feel for him. 

 

Justin: Brian was cool but he's with god 

 

Jc: Yeah.  

 

-justin rests his head on jc's shoulder as the sex scene starts up- 

 

Justin: leinardo is hot 

 

Jc: yes. Even now that he's left that boyishness behind. He's 

amazeing. 

 



-justin nods- 

 

-justin looks up at jc- 

 

Justin: you getting tired? 

 

Jc; yeah. 

 

Justin: want to finish the movie or do you want to go to bed? 

 

jc; Lets go to bed. We all know how it ends. 

 

Justin: want me tos leep ont he couch? 

 

Jc; no. Stay with me. 

 

Justin: oh. okay -they walk tot eh bedroom and jc lies down in bed 

tugging justin close to him- 

 

-justin kisses jc's forehead- 

 

-Jc smiles and snuggles up to Justin falling asleep on his chest- 

 

-justin falls asleep too- 

 

-the morning- 

 



Justin: did you sleep okay? 

 

Jc: Uh huh. 

 

-justin pats jc's back and sits up streatching- 

 

Jc; I'll see you later then? 

 

Justin: i guess -he looks at jc who also sits up. they are inches away 

from each other- 

 

Jc; Bye then. -leans closer to Justin kissing him- 

 

-justin kisses jc back putting his hand on his side- 

 

Justin: if you want i could stay........ 

 

Jc: Please. 

 

-justin nods and pins jc tot eh bed kissing him more- 

 

jc: I need sex. Lets do it. Right now. 

 

-justin nods and sucks on jc's neck pushing up his shirt- 

 

-Jc starts to pulls off his pajama pants. He remebered to change the 

night before- 



 

-justin pulls his mouth from jc's neck and gets his short off. justin 

kisses down his chest sucking and licking his nipples meanwhile 

pushing off his pnats and touching his cock- 

 

-Jc purrs wiht pleasure- 

 

-justin smiles and kisses down mouthing jc's stomach and sides and 

hips before taking his wamring cock into his mouth- 

 

-Jc gasps and graps the sheets arching his back- 

 

-justin sucks jc's cock tasting precum that begins to drip from the 

head. he pulls away and licks the purple head and sitting up pulling 

off his shirt- 

 

Jc; So good. 

 

Justin: you know i've always wanted to do this to you -justin leans 

over jc kissing him putting his hand ont he back of his neck- 

 

Jc; You never aske.d 

 

Justin: because you had chris............ -justin stops kissing him- chris 

 

Jc: Who cares? Just fuck me. 

 



Justin: is this you trying to get back at chris because i don't want to 

get pulled into what is going on with you guys.c hris is my friend 

 

Jc; No. I want you to fuck me cause I need companionship. If it were 

revenge sex I would have found a rentboy. 

 

-justin nods and kisses jc again. jc reaches downa nd begins to rid 

justin of his jeans and boxers pushing them down the best he can. 

justin sits up and they both pull them from him- 

 

Justin: you have such a hot bod 

 

Jc; Thanks. You look good yourself.  

 

-justin kisses jc again rubbing his hip as they are lying on their sides- 

 

-justin slides his hand around cupping jc's ass and sighing- 

 

-Jc places one leg on Justin's side while rubbing his back with his 

hand- 

 

-their cocks touch and justin bucks his hip wanting mroe friction- 

 

Jc: fuck my ass. 

 

-justin nods and pins jc tot eh bed. he bounces a bit getting his legs up 

and around justin's stomach bending back to his ass was spread wide. 



justin laughs and kisses his shoulder while pulling out the lube he 

figured was in the top drawer- 

 

Jc; Good boy. 

 

-justin gets the lube on his fingers and kisses jc while finger fucking 

him getting him nice and stretched out- 

 

Justin: just to tell you -kisses- i've never -kisses- fucks a guy -kisses- 

before 

 

Jc; I couldn't care less about that. 

 

-justin nods and lubes up his dick before pushing in him- 

 

Justin: so tight........... feels so good 

 

Jc; Oh dear god! Fuck me hard justin! Fuck me fuck me! 

 

-justin moves and they begin bouncing upa nd down ont he bed. jc's 

ahnd fist through jc's ahri kissing him as justin moves faster adn gets 

closer adn closer tot eh edge-Justin: holy shit i'm gonna cum so ahrd 

 

Jc; Good. Cum inside me. Fill my ass with it. 

 

-jsutin gasps and sits up cumming while rubbing jc's dick hard- 

 



Justin: you are such a dirty boy and you say your romantic 

 

Jc: I am. I just need some hot dirty sex. 

 

-justin pulls out of jc's ass and lets jc cum into his mouth- 

 

-Jc moans loudly as he cums- 

 

-justin falls down next to jc his arm around him and kissing him- 

 

Justin: that was hot 

 

Jc: Yeah. Lets do it again. 

 

Justin: i get bottom -justin lies down spreading his legs and grinning- 

 

-they keep fucking like this for most of the day- 

 

-they order take out and eat in jc's room naked while watching queer 

as folk, then they fuck some more then finally fall asleep- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

-chris goes to becca's- 

 

Chris: me and jc are over now. it sucks but we gonna move on 

sometime 



 

Becca; Lemme guess. Jc booted you out. 

 

-chris nods- 

 

Becca; I sensed some jelousy issues with him. 

 

Chris: i had to come to you because one -  you and i fucked while jc 

and me were still together, yes my bad. two - your the one i left him 

for 

 

Becca; Chris. I like you don't get me wrong. But I don't want to be 

caught up in the middle of this. And I'd rather not have Jc on my ass. 

Also how do you know if I feel the same way you do?  

 

Chris: i take risks can't you see? -he leans in and kisses her again- 

and jc basically knows i'm here 

 

Becca; I already knew you were a risk taker. But again. How do you 

know i love you back? 

 

Chris: i don't 

 

Becca; Exacltly. I'm alrady going through my own sexlife issues. I got 

rejected by the guy I was crushing on and I'm once again haveing to 

hire hookers to satisfy myself. Let me tell you it feels diffrent being 

the buyer rather thatn the seller. 



 

Chris: well if you ever find out that your crushing on me you'll know 

that i'm crushing back on you. -chris truns and walks to the elevator- 

 

Becca; Damn my life is fucked up. 

 

Chris: i'll be waiting -he goes down and walks up the street to levi's 

place- 

 

-levi lets chris take his bed. levi sleeps ont he couch- 

 

-the next day Becca shows up a little late for work. Her hair is dyed 

white blond- 

 

Chris: hey becca -note for all this is the day that justin and jc spent 

fucking. this is what chris was doing- 

 

Becca: Hey. 

 

Chris: your hair looks nice 

 

Becca; thanks. -she's stareing blankly at her computor working- 

 

Chris: you okay? -he was getting ready for his first show- 

 

Becca: yeah. I'm fine. 

 



Inner Becca; I'm a bad liar. I'm miserable. I'm stuck in a wacked out 

love tirangle and I haven't had any good sex. And on top of that when 

I climaxed with that rentboy I started screaming Chris's name. 

 

Chris: well if you need to talk -chris kisses her cheek- 

 

Inner Becca; Why do guys always do that? 

 

-the day after that levi calls everyone to the lab where he is waiting 

once again meditating- 

 

Justin: do you ever stop? 

 

Levi: nope 

 

Becca; What? 

 

Levi: now i want everyone to sit down in a circle 

 

Levi: becca sit by chris chris by jc jc by justin 

 

Jc: What's this about? 

 

Joey; huh? 

 

Levi: sit down quickly -becca sits next to levi and lance sits on his 

other side- 



 

-joey sits between lance and justin- 

 

Lance: So what is this about? 

 

Levi: now everyone join hands and close your eyes 

 

-levi is calm despite the fact the writer is grinning ehr ehad off- 

 

-the other writer is smileing wondering what game the other writer 

has in mind- 

 

Levi: join hands 

 

Lance: okay?  

 

-they all join hands- 

 

-levi hums and joey rolls his eyes thens huts them- 

 

Levi: close your eyes 

 

-they obey- 

 

Becca; Levi just tell us what it is you're doing. 

 

Levi: shush 



 

-levi meditates then sighs- 

 

Levi: becca why do you still have feelings towards me? you have chris 

who is willing to give you everything you always wanted. jc you must 

understand that chris found someone, someone to fill the empty holes 

that you can't possibly fill. you found justin and justin found you and 

he is deeply in love with you wanting to be that one eprson you've 

serached for your whole life. -c- 

 

Levi: lance brain is still in your mind and he clouds your thoughts. he 

needs to rest in your heart and you need to let your mind free. joey... i 

can't think fo anything right now for you come abck later -levi smiles- 

 

Becca: Are you done lectureing us now? 

 

Levi: no one leaves this room ro unjoins hands or opens their eyes till 

we get this settled -everyone finds themselves locked int he palce 

theya re in- i know what i am doing 

 

Justin: uhg 

 

Jc; This is stupid. 

 

Levi: talk with chris jc 

 

Becca; Thank you Jc for expressing everyone's opinion. 



 

Jc; Chris....I loved you. I still do. When you had sex with Becca....I just 

couldn't take it. Why? What am I doing wrong? Just tell me and I'll 

try to change it. 

 

Chris: jc i care about you too. i love you but... i want becca now. i'm 

falling in love with ehr and i can't stop it. jc you were having sex with 

justin you are nowing being a hypocrit 

 

Justin: i kenw i'd be dragged into this 

 

Jc: I was heartbroken and desperately wanted to be held. To have 

someone with me. i know it's no excuse but I still can't belive that 

you're gone. 

 

Chris: i still want us to be friends. justin loves you don't you love him? 

 

Jc; I....I... 

 

-justin sighs- 

 

Justin: i knew thats all you wanted me for -suddenly justin's ahnd 

turns to ice freezing jc's- 

 

-jc can't pull his hand away- 

 

Joey: Justin. Jc's not ready to admit it yet. 



 

-jc bites his lip and hangs his head- 

 

Justin: he has nothing to admit thats what -now joey's hand was being 

freezed. justin was now an ice block- 

 

Levi: guy understand that with your hands joined i can read your 

minds 

 

Jc; Justin I do love you. Joey's right. I'm just not ready to admit it. 

 

Levi: justin please calm down 

 

-justing oes abck to nromala dn jeoy sighs- 

 

Levi: now back to chris and jc 

 

Chris: i will always care about you and be your friend. there is 

nothing wrong with you jc, its just your not everything i need. you 

can't change that and i can't change myself 

 

inner levi: mary had a little lamb............... 

 

-Jc bites his lip holding back a sob- 

 

Levi: in this circle you are alowed to cry 

 



Justin: this is pathedic 

 

-Jc lets out a couple sobs before getting it together- 

 

-levi could tell that jc's hand on chris's lossened and wasn't an gry 

hold but now was a friendship hold. his grip on justin's tighten more 

into a compassionte hold- 

 

Levi: okay now that is worked out. okay becca quit sqeezing off chris's 

hand. now you two talk 

 

Chris: becca i'm in love with you 

 

Becca; I'm not in love with anyone. 

 

Levi: you were in love with me. your hold on my hand is that of lust. 

your hold on chris's is mroe of your pissed me the fuck off 

 

-chris nods feeling it being tight- 

 

Justin: your too smart for your own good Levi 

 

Levi: i'm a ledi i ca't help it 

 

Becca; When you ead me like a book it's kind of irritateing. Why can't 

you stay out of my head? 

 



Levi: becca lance told me you were the one crushing on me. then i 

igured it out 

 

Levi: your still crushing on me. what do you see in me? 

 

Becca: I hate you but I love you. I don't understand why. It's not that 

you remind me of Brendon. He's got nothing to do with it. I'd moved 

on from that years ago. But for some reason you seem to be 

everything in a guy I've ever wanted. And everything I've ever hated 

in a guy.  

 

Levi: ahh. well let me tell you that chris and i share alot of things 

 

Becca; hah. Don't make me laugh. You two are day and night. 

 

Levi: no we aren't. we both make jokes out of everything, we both are 

like psycologist, but for him he has a fire burning deep within him 

that i see in you too 

 

Levi: you and i wouldn't work togehter but i see you adn chris 

working 

 

Becca; Will you quit it with the cryptic metaphors?  

 

Levi: i can't help it! now will you and chris kiss and get together 

already? 

 



-Becca is silent and a little pissed at Levi.- 

 

-chris is holding onto becca's hand compasinatly- 

 

Becca; You know you really piss me off when you're right. 

 

Chris: i really do love you becca and i want us to be together. iw ant to 

help you out 

 

Becca; And what the hell do you see in me? I'm a homicidal psycho 

bitch from hell. 

 

Chris: i know i can help you and make you who you really are meant 

to be 

 

inner levi: MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB, LITTLE LAMB, LITTLE 

LAMB! 

 

Becca; See that's where you're wrong. Levi stop that. See the thing is 

I'm supposed to be like this. I'm the slayer. My job is to slay. to kill. I'm 

not a sweet girl that people want me to be. 

 

Chris: i'm still in love with you and no matter what happens i'm going 

to be ehre 

 

Becca; And yet you still don't answer my question. What exactly do 

you see in me? 



 

Chris: your sarcastic, your hot, your talented, and you care about 

people 

 

Chris: you stick to your job and don't let people get you down. you 

hide it and stay strong through dificult things 

 

Becca; Okay sacrcasam i come by honsetly. Hot...Well I'm sure I'm not 

a ten but then again I probably didn't make that much money off old 

men if I wasn't. Talent? If you count that as kicking the shit out of 

people sure.  Now careing about people.....You really don't know me. 

 

-jc inturrupts- 

 

Jc; For the love of god just kiss already! 

 

-suddenly chris is jerked froward and is kissing becca- 

 

Levi: there we go 

 

-levi was moving them- 

 

-chris is able to mvoe his lips over becca's- 

 

Joey; Okay so who's next here? 

 



Levi: Lance your mind and ehart are all about brian and its not 

heathy 

 

Lance: I have a right to grive don't I? 

 

Levi: you have been greiving for three weeks! 

 

Lance; It takes time. Sometimes even years. 

 

Levi: last time it took you two weeks 

 

Lance; I had distractions then. 

 

Levi: uh huh. sure 

 

Levi: Brian told you to move on. i think he knows that you guys didn't 

have much unless he would ahve said 'wait for me my darling!' -he 

says it with a southern accent- 

 

-Lance clenches his fists angrily- 

 

-joey and levi gasp in pain- 

 

Levi: lance brian was a great guy, confused most his life and under a 

spell, but great nonetheless. 

 

Lance; And yet I'm not alllowed to weep over the fact that he's dead? 



 

Everyone: you did it for three damn weeks! 

 

Becca; Okay it took me a long time to get over Brendon but at least I 

was able to function like a normal human after a week. 

 

Lance; I don't see anything wrong. 

 

Levi: your mind is all about rbian. you keep crying ove rhima nd won't 

move on. yes he'll laways be in your heart but understand he wants 

you to find someone new! 

 

Lance: What if I'm not ready to? What if it's him i want to see when I 

die and not someone else. 

 

Levi: okay alnce i'm doing this for your own good -suddenly a bolt of 

electricity shoots through lance's body and he isn't sent into a coma- 

 

Justin: ALNCE! -allt heri eyes opened and he falls tot eh ground- 

 

Lance; wah? -falls down- 

 

Levi: fuck that hurt 0levi shakes his ahnd that is now binrt fleash- 

 

-menawhile- 

 

Brian: Lance? -its an echo- 



 

Lance; Brian? Brian! 

 

Brian: why are you here? -lance was in a white room- 

 

Lance; I guess Levi's lightning bolt really did a number on me. Brian 

it's so good to be with you again. I missed you so much. 

 

Brian: baby your in the room where they welcome the new dead 

 

Lance; Oh.... 

 

Brian: Levi i guess knew what he was doing because it says it isn't 

your time yet 

 

Lance; But I don't want to go. I want to stay with you. 

 

Brian: okay we need to talk lance 

 

Brian: Lance i told you to go on without me but your a mess! 

 

Brian: you ahve your own duties and all you can think about is me 

and trying to get me back. 

 

Lance; I miss you. is that so wrong? 

 



Brian: no but lance your ruining your life. you have a job to do and i 

fufilled mine 

 

Lance; But I don't want to go. I don't know what my job is. And 

everyone, even you, wants me to find someone else. But when It 

really is my time it's you I want to be with. 

 

-brain leans in and kisses lance- 

 

Brian: lance that day i died, my fealings were changing for you. i 

finally found myself and then myself found out there was something 

missing and you weren't it 

 

Lance; What... 

 

Brian: i care about you so much but... we aren't for each other. iw 

anted you to mvoe on because i didn't want you to suffer at all, i 

wanted you to be happy with someone else 

 

Brian: i love you, love means you want the best for the other person 

always and thats what i want for you 

 

Lance: No. no. You can't be saying this. You're trying to get me to go 

back. -he's holding back tears- 

 



Brian: i love you but you and i aren't meant to lvoe each toehr in that 

sense. i don't............ i don't feel that way anymore -he holds onto 

lance- 

 

inner brian: you've always had emotional problems 

 

lance: Get off me. -pushes Brian away- I can't belive this. 

 

Brian: don't get angry Lance. don't be angry with me 

 

Lance; I love you! I still do! I can't get you out of my head. And now i 

finally get to be with you and you tell me that you don't love me like 

that anymore? How can I not be upset? 

 

-lance feels a shock through his body then everything goes white then 

black brians voice echoing 'levi'- 

 

Levi: dude wake up. time to come out of your hour long coma 

 

-he pats lance's face- 

 

Chris: dude did you see a white light? 

 

Justin: what was heaven like, or did you go to hell 

 

lance; Shut up. Everyone shut up. It was hell.  

 



Levi: dude ya know how jedi's always ahve that voise talking to them? 

well it was brian -he starts talking like a gril- and he was like 'hey 

man i need tot alk with alnce and you like knock him out for me?' 

 

-levi stands up- 

 

Levi: i'm gonna go for a bike ride 

 

lance; You do that. -gets up. tears in his eyes- See if I care- 

 

-Lance storms out- 

 

-levi sighs- 

 

Justin: come on jc -pulls him out too- 

 

Chris: lets head for a walk -take ebcca out of there- 

 

-joey looks at levi- 

 

joey; What exactly just happened? 

 

Levi: every time i try to help people, acting ina  funnny way on 

purpose, it pisses them off. 

 

Joey: Levi I think Lance was upset before you did that. 

 



Levi: i just want to fucking die because i can't do anything right 

apparently 

 

-levi jumps out the window riding off- 

 

Joey: Has he tried useing a diffrent method? 

 

-at lance's place- 

 

Lance; He dosen't love me. He didn't love me. -sobs- I wish I could die. 

Hell must be a whole lot better than this. 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

-levi is riding on his bike- 

 

-he keeps going until he reaches a river. he gets off and sits down 

along side it- 

 

-he talks to himself saying how he just wants to die and how shitting 

he just makes everyone- 

 

-then he gasps when a laight saber goes stright through his heart and 

he looks up seeing someone or soemthing standing there. they pull it 

out and run off. levi falls forward and floats upside down in the river- 

 



-he keeps bleeding out and his heart keeps trying to heal itself but the 

blood loss is slowly it down- 

 

-he's basically ont eh verge of death- 

 

Brian; Are you so willing to give up on lance? I know he's angry and 

upset but you're the one for him. Go to him now. Or are you really a 

coward who gives up when things get tough? 

 

-leiv looks like that guy int he lord of the rings one when he floating 

int he water dead. it sort of creepy- 

 

inner levi: i don't know what to think anymore... its been 500 years 

and i still don't know my destiny 

 

Brian: I'm not god. But I know that your destiny is not with death. 

Now go! -his ghost dissapears from Levi's mind- 

 

inner levi: well i can't do anything now........... -levi goes unconcious his 

mind slowly clouding over and his blood leaving his body quickly. his 

heart can't close up- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

0chris and becca are walking- 

 

Chris: man Levi is a nut case 



 

-Becca is looking away- 

 

Chris: are you okay Becca? 

 

Becca: Hundereds of years of isolation probably didn't do him any 

good. It nearly drove me over the edge after seven years. 

 

Becca; I don't know Chris. All i know is that my whole world is 

changeing and i can't seem to figure any or it out. 

 

Chris: he's a jedi though. my world is changing too i just go with the 

flow -he holds onto becca's hand- i wonder where levi drove off to 

anyways 

 

Becca; Why should i care? And why should I flow with things? 

Honestly. I prefer to have absolute control over my life. If something 

dosen't go right I fight it. I don't let it slide. 

 

-chris spinds becca around and kisses her- 

 

Chris: i like it when you do that 

 

-becca pulls away from him- 

 

Becca; Seriously don't suprise me like that. 

 



Chris: sorry but i thought slayers can sense things like jedi's only not 

as good as them? 

 

Becca; We have prophetic dreams. And we know when to sense 

deamons and vampires. 

 

Chris: ahh 

 

Becca; And of all times. Damnit. There's one nearby 

 

Chris: i'll watch you kick its ass 

 

Becca; If levi dosen't beat me to it. -takes off- 

 

-chris shoots intot eh sky following int he air as a hot fire ball. heh 

heh heh- 

 

-they get near the river- 

 

Chris: i don't see levi its all yours becca! 

 

-the demon is a jedi- 

 

-a very weak one- 

 

Becca; Okay. This thing is still nearby. I'm gonna look for it you go 

find Levi. 



 

-Becca takes off- 

 

Chris: i said levi isn't here! he probably drove south instead of north -

chris lands on the ground watching and river- 

 

watching the river 

 

Becca; Well then look for him! 

 

Chris: why!? 

 

Becca; Because I have a bad feeling that he's in trouble. Now go! 

 

-chris sighs and flyies intot eha ir back intot eh city. he leaves and 

levi's body flaots donw stream lots of blood around him- 

 

-he was unconciouse because he was breathing in lots of water- 

 

-meanwhile Becca is running around the area trying to find whoever 

it is she's senseing- 

 

-chris flies back after she kills him holding the saber- 

 

Chris: can't find him. hey why do you have a saber? 

 

Becca: Yeah. It's Levi's. The deamon was a weak levi jedi. 



 

Chris: so he took levi's saber? 

 

Chris: how would levi let him to that? that means levi snearby 

 

Becca: From the look of it. 

 

Becca: We should look down the river. 

 

-they run down it and see his motocycle- 

 

Chris: levi?! 

 

-no answer- 

 

Becca; Okay. there's the bike. Oh god. -she sees blood- this ain't good. 

 

-chris looks in the water- 

 

Chris: i'm gonna go down stream 

 

Becca: Okay. I'll look in the woods. 

 

-chris shoots intot eha ir flying dowwn- 

 



-he stares at the water and there is more and more blood tint. then he 

sees a body talged in the lon grass in the water. it is levi his face white 

his eyes wide and he's srounded by blood- 

 

Chris: LEVI! 

 

Becca; you found him? 

 

-he shoots down and lands in the water dragging levi out- 

 

Chris: oh god i think he's dead! 

 

-chris looks at his chest- 

 

Becca; Shit. 

 

-he can see its a sbare wound- 

 

Becca; He's lost too much blood.  

 

Chris: that jedi stabed him in the heart. god and he isn't healing any! 

 

Chris: levi said that its his blood that keeps him going that has his 

powers in it. he looses that blood his mind become clouded and he 

can't heal any because he's weak. 

 

Chris: god his heart has a hole in it and i don't feel a pusle becca 



 

Becca; We could zap him. 

 

Chris: zap him with what>?! 

 

Becca; Okay. that won't work maybe massage his heart? 

 

Chris: we are five miles from town he has a huge burn hole in his 

ehart it isn't beating his is white as a ghost and you think i should 

amsage his heart?! 

 

Becca: Well what do you suggest we do? 

 

Chris: he needsa blood in his body he needs to be breathing 

 

Becca; Wait....Blood....We could use the jedi I killed. 

 

Chris: hurry we might be able to save him. but that jedi better be the 

right type 

 

Becca; We won't know until we try. -she runs to where she dumped 

the body and comes back a coupel minutes later- 

 

Chris: how do we get the blood from him to levi? 

 

Becca; -slashes the wrist of the jedi and starts dumping it into Levi's 

heart- I don't know but this might work. 



 

-chris reaches ina nd start to massage it- 

 

-they keep going not knowing what is happening. suddenly they see 

the hole getting smaller- 

 

Chris: tis working, tis working! -quote from star wars I- 

 

Becca; told you so. 

 

-soon the hole closes up and levi's heart begins to beat on its own. but 

he's still aple and not breathing- 

 

-chris begins to give reascue breaths- 

 

Becca; I'm gonna call the others. We need to get him to the lab. 

 

Chris: his chest has healed but thats the only sign of life i ahve of him 

-chris was coered in blood now because levi is covered in blood- 

 

Chris: get joey to come here and have lance meet him at the lab 

 

-chris dives intot eh alke washing off- 

 

into the river 

 

-Becca calls them- 



 

-soon joey speeds up and speeds off with levi- 

 

-chris and becca dirve his motocycle back- 

 

-when they get back levi is lying naked on a table a sheet covering his 

nuts- 

 

Chris: how is he Lance? 

 

Lance: he's stable. 

 

Justin: alot of blood 

 

Justin: he isn't breathing though. he has water in his lungs and alot of 

it 

 

Lance: I'm working on getting it out. 

 

-lance shoves a tube into levi's lungs and begins pumping water out- 

 

-it looks really gross- 

 

Becca: ew. 

 

Chirs: fianlly your grossed out! 

 



-she siad it in mootone- 

 

-suddenly levi begin coughing histerically and lance pulls the tube 

back out- 

 

Lance; Hey man. 

 

-levi coughs and the water goes all over himself and jc tips him onto 

his side- 

 

-levi begins to couch up all the blood and water in his lungs and then 

gags out all of the shit in hsi stomach ebfore falling off the table, sheet 

having to fall away from his nude body, and he lies on his stomach 

gasping for bratha dn shaking a bit- 

 

Levi: now i -gasp- know death -gasp- 

 

Lance; That makes two of us. 

 

Chris:man i had to touch your heart you ow me 

 

Becca: He ows you nothing.  

 

-levi struggles to his feet holding his chest. he dick is just hanging 

there- 

 

-Lance can't help but stare- 



 

levi's dick: hows it hangin' everyone! 

 

the other guys dicks: Not bad. 

 

Becca's Pussy: Fuck off. 

 

inner levi: i want that dick sweatheart 

 

Becca's Pussy: Good. I don't want anyone in me right now. I'm 

makeing sure that I won't be carrying any cargo ever! 

 

Becca; Levi are you okay? You've got this wierd look on your face. 

 

Levi: i don't know anymore 

 

Levi: brain said hi to me 

 

Lance; cool. 

 

Levi: he said i'm lance's soul mate 

 

-lance sort of jaw drops- 

 

Lance; Wha..... 

 

Justin: didn't see that one coming 



 

Joey; I don't think any of us did. 

 

-levi grabs the sheet FINALLY covering himself. he walks from the 

room- 

 

chris's dick: i don't want to put any cargo in you but do you think i can 

hang out with you tonight? 

 

Becca's pussy: that's not for me to decide. the brians are gonna have 

to decide that. 

 

chris's dick: your gonna like what i ahve in store for you 

 

Becca's Pussy: Mkae me streach. 

 

-chris and becca seem to be getting horny- 

 

Chris: um...... i ahve to go now i'll see you guys later 

 

Becca: I'm late for work. See ya. 

 

-they both run down the stairs into becca's place where chris slams 

ehr tot eh wall- 

 

Chris: i'm am way too horny right now 

 



chris's dick: oh yeah i'm the brian over here 

 

Becca's Pussy; dear god I'm doomed. 

 

Becca; Fuck me. Make me scream. 

 

-chris nods and starts kissing her cupping ehr pussy through ehr 

jeans- 

 

chris's dick: ya like that pussy? 

 

Becca's Pussy: You're going too damn easy on me. 

 

chris's dick: oh its only just begun 

 

-chris pushes becca tot eh bed kissing ehr hard and ripping ehr shirt 

buttons open- 

 

chris's dick: now rip of that bra her pussy wants to get hot 

 

-she opens ehr bra attacking her breasts- 

 

Becca; My boobs arent quite big enough for tit fucking but I think that 

they're a good size. And they're real. 

 

Chris: gosh you are so fucking hot -cups ehr pussy again pressing 

agaisnt it while sucking ehr nipples- 



 

chris's dick: oh yeah i knor your wet now 

 

Pussy: More than you know. 

 

dick: come on chris i want to see that pussy now! 

 

-chris tugs at ehr jeans- 

 

Chris: god its like my dicks in control. i'm still using a condom 

 

-Becca reaches down and unbottons her jeans- 

 

-they both work on getting them off and chris stares at ehr thong- 

 

Chris: fuck a thong 

 

Becca; i didn't have anything else. 

 

-he kisses her thigh pushing ehr up the bed and psreading ehr legs- 

 

Chris: mmmm me liky -he licks- 

 

Dick: i can't wait to be in you bad pussy 

 

Pussy: I can't wait to gush all over you. 

 



Chris: mmmmmm -he basically is eating her up ripping off eht thong- 

 

-he reaches up and plays with ehr breasts- 

 

Becca; Condoms -moan- in top drawer. -moan- 

 

-chris stands up and pulls of his shirt- 

 

Chris: i don't want to make you seem like i whore but fuck suck me 

becca iw ant it there now -he pushes off his jeans and boxers- 

 

Dick: freedom! hey pussy 

 

Pussy; GOD DAMN YOU'RE HUGE! DEAR GOD I'VE SEEN FULL NINE 

INCHES BEFORE BUT YOU'RE A TEN INCHER! 

 

Dick: oh yeah baby call my na,e 

 

-Becca sits up and sucks Chris hard fondleing his balls- 

 

-chris moans fisting her hair- 

 

Dick: this lamost as good as fucking the pussy 

 

-Becca rools her tounge around the shaft and head and sucks harder 

useing her hand on the end of the shaft- 

 



-chris gasps- 

 

Chris: your gonna make me cum becca 

 

-Becca smiles and rubs her clit with her other hand while sucking 

him- 

 

Dick: naughty pussy ready for me? 

 

Pussy: FUCKMEFUCKMEFUCKMEFUCKMEFUCKMEFUCKME! 

 

-chris pushes becca tot he bed kissing her witha g rin. he puts on the 

condom then pushes into ehr- 

 

DICK: OH YEAH! 

 

-Becca screams a little when chris pushes in clawing at his back- 

 

Chris: eyah i'm making you scream. i'm not hruting you are i? 

 

Becca; Chris  I lost my virginity a long time ago. Its not fun if it's not 

rough. 

 

-chirs nods and goes fast- 

 

DICK: oh your are a tight pussy who wants me hard 

 



Pussy: I WANT YOU HARD! 

 

-chris slams into becca grabbing ehr hips- 

 

CHirs: oh baby yes! -his voice kind of stretches out and bounces as his 

goes in and out of her- 

 

Becca; Fuck me. Oh god Chris fuck me. -lets out a few high pitched 

moans- 

 

-chris keeps going into ehr until- 

 

Dick: OH FUCK YEAH PUSSY! -splat splat splat- 

 

-in mrcoville- 

 

Sperm: CHARRRRRR-SPLAT- 

 

-real world- 

 

Pussy; YES! -JUICS EVERYWHERE!- 

 

Chris: shit -holding ehr hips tightly gasping- 

 

-Becca grips Chris's shoulders tightly screaming loudly as she cums 

leaving claw marks on him- 

 



-he falls onto ehr body- 

 

Chris: is it just me or did it seem our genitals were talking? 

 

becca; Well I suppose it could happen. 

 

Dick: damn we fit perfectly together don't we -he he pulls out and rids 

the condom- 

 

Pussy; yeah. Nice and snug. 

 

-becca snulgtges to chirs who wraps them in a sheet- 

 

Becca; Good sex. Really good sex. -falls asleep- 

 

Chris: oh yeah -shuts off light- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

-levi is holding the sheet around him when alnce come sup to him- 

 

-they were in another oom int he lab- 

 

Lance: As I was coming back to the world of the living...Brian said 

your name. 

 

Levi: oh -levi turns around. alcne stares at his nice chest- 



 

Levi: brain was like yellinga tme to not give up and you were just 

angry. but you seem angry alot and hate me too 

 

lance; I have rejection and breakup issues. but I don't hate you. I 

could never hate you. 

 

-levi nods- 

 

Levi: i've enver had a relationship or been attration to anyone before 

 

Lance; Well there's a first time for everything. 

 

-levi nods and lets the hseet drop onto the ground- 

 

sheet 

 

-Lance looks at Levi's body- 

 

-levi watches as lance's strips walking closer to levi- 

 

Lance: Nobody's here right now. 

 

Levi: yeah.............. 

 

-Lance places his hands on Levi's hips kissing him- 

 



-levi slides his arm around alnce kissing him back- 

 

brb keep writeing 

 

-lance pulls on levi's hips making their hips presses together. lance 

starts to move his hips and levi gasps grabbing onto alcne- 

 

Lrevi: oh fuck.............. 

 

Lance: It feels good dosen't it. 

 

-levi nods kissing lance's shoulder gasping- 

 

-Lance grinds on Levi faster and harder- 

 

-levi gaspspa dns tumbles back being pushed down ont a table. lance 

climbs back on him hamping him more- 

 

Levi: don't fucking stop -he grbas lance kissing him hard- 

 

Lance; Wasn't going to. -keeps it up- 

 

Levi: i'm gonna cum now. shit Lance 

 

-Lance grits his teeth together and growls as her cums onto his and 

levi's chests- 

 



-levi gasps as he cum over them both- 

 

lance: that was good. 

 

-levi nods and rubs lance's cehst spreading their baby gravy all over- 

 

Levi: that is so sexy -kisses lance- 

 

Lance; Lets get coffee sometime. 

 

-levi smiles- 

 

Levi: that would be nice 

 

Lance; I'll see you at my place at three then? 

 

-levi nods and kisses lance apssionetly- 

 

-Lance kisses him back- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

-jc and justin just came all over each other int he shower- 

 

Jc: I can't belive how good that was. 

 

Justin: i can -he washes jc off- 



 

Jc: It was amazeing. 

 

-justin kisses jc softly- 

 

Justin: i really do love you Jc 

 

Jc: I love you too. 

 

-justin wraps his arms around jc holding himself close to his chest- 

 

Justin: sorry i almost froze your hand off 

 

Jc; I'm sorry I didn't admit I love you. 

 

-justin kisses jc again putting his fingers through his hair- 

 

Justin: i will never let you go Jc i don't think i can find anyone else 

 

Jc; I never asked you to let go. Stay with me. 

 

-justin nods- 

 

Justin: i will -he holds onto jc till the water runs cold- 

 

-when the water runs cold they get out and towel off before curling up 

on the couch together- 



 

-in silky robes watching queer as folk- 

 

-during hte night Becca has one of her dreams- 

 

-Becca is walking down a hall in a large building. she dosen't recognise 

it but for some reason she feels like she knows it well. Then out of 

nowhere.- 

 

Child: Mommy. 

 

Becca; What? Why did you call me that? 

 

Child: Cause that's what you are. You won't know me for a few more 

years. 

 

Becca; Crap. I never wanted kids. So why are you here? 

 

Child; I was born here. and i need to tell you something. 

 

Becca; Well then tell me. 

 

Child: Jones. He is your friend. But you need to beware of him. The 

blackhearted woman is in him.  

 

Becca: You mean Christina? 

 



Child: She wants Levi. She's vengful. 

 

Becca: Why am I not suprised? 

 

Child: Daddy says you're always like this. 

 

Becca: One more question before i wake up for work. 

 

Child; Yes mommy? 

 

Becca: where and what is this place? 

 

Child: Your head quarters. You all built this place. We're just on our 

floor. I have to go now. I'll see you in a few years. -dissapears along 

with everything else as Becca wakes up- 

 

-she wakes up to chris's head between her legs- 

 

Chris: work time baby 

 

Becca; So you licke my pussy till I woke up? 

 

Chris: actaully i just got down here -shoves his finger inside her- 

 

Becca; Oh! Okay Chris. Wait till after work. We gotta get going. 

 

Chris: i woke your up an hour early 



 

Chris: for showering and all 

 

-he chuckles and sucks her clit into his mouth- 

 

Becca: Okay. -scoots out of bed- But still. Wait till after work. 

 

-chris pouts and pulls away from ehr sucking on his juicy finger- 

 

-at work- 

 

Becca; Dear god some of the people who call you are just plain stupid. 

 

Chris: i'm use to it doll 

 

Secretary: Oooh. Office romance. just wait till everyone hears about 

this. 

 

Chris: oh shut it Joan -he grins- 

 

Joan: Still everyone gonna be shocked to find that mr. i-don't-need-

anyone has got a girl. 

 

-chris flips her off- 

 

Chris; she miss. i-don't-need-anyone tahnk you 

 



-Joan just grins. The staff here is used to acting like this twoards 

eachother- 

 

Chris: back to work peoples 

 

-they all go back to work- 

 

-meanwhile levi is at the lab when Jones shows up- 

 

Levi: hey i haven't seen you in a long time! 

 

-lance was at work and with waht has been going on with them alnce's 

has been sort of 'clouding' levi's mind- 

 

Jones; It's good to see you again. I need to speak with you. -something 

seems off with him- 

 

-levi doesn't notice because of the clouding thing. thats why he 

avoided relationships it messed with his powers- 

 

Levi: ask away man! 

 

Jones; Come back.  

 

Levi: why? 

 



Jones: Because. You didn't do your job. You were going to become 

heros of the people. 

 

Levi: but we are hero's right now 

 

Jones: No. People don't know who you are. You never showed up in 

the papers. and I've yet to finish what I started. -jones's eyes go pure 

black- 

 

-levi blinks and rubs his chin not notcing STILL- 

 

Levi: wall fame is nice but its up tot eh others. as long as i can help the 

people 

 

-Jones takes out needle- 

 

Jones; Or you can start fresh. Come on rember? 

 

-levi stares at the ground pondering- 

 

Levi: i remember everything. Chrissy is gone now so what do i have to 

loose? -he doesn't see the needle and jones walks over to him- 

 

Jones; Sure. Forget all them for now. You'll get to start fresh with 

them later. -holds the needle to Levi's skull- 

 



Levi: well let me call Lance up and talk with him then i'll get back to 

you -the needle is suddenly jamed into elvi's head and he screams- 

 

Jones/Chrissy: Say goodbye to everything. 

 

-levi gasps and the fluid is injected. the needle is ripped out and levi 

falls to the ground eyes white and sezuring- 

 

Jones; Chrissy. Let me go! 

 

Chrissy: No. I don't have any use for you anymore. So you can die 

now. -controling Jones's hand she makes him pick up his gun and 

forces him to put it to his head- 

 

Chrissy: Now one false move and you're toast. 

 

-levi stops shaking- 

 

Chrissy: it'll be about thirty minutes before his memories are all gone. 

 

-the fluid in his brain was trying to earsing things but his mind was 

fighting back. sudden electric currnet runs through his body shocking 

him every few seconds- 

 

-he's a jedi his mind is too strong to give in to something like that. 

even chrssy saw she had a hard time trying to get him under her 

control- 



 

Chrissy: Well damn. I guess this is gonna take a long time. 

 

-she makes jones take levi to the building once more- 

 

Jones; You're going to go to hell for this. 

 

Chrissy; yeah but you'll die too. 

 

Jones: If I go you're going down with me. 

 

-they get levi back to the building and the electrc stuff stops and he 

lies there motionless. chrissy smiles- 

 

Chrissy; Well now it's only a matter of time. Jones go make some 

popcorn so we can enjoy the show. 

 

-while jones is gone levi wakes up- 

 

-his meory hasn'e been wiped its been covered up so he thinsk he 

knows but doesn't- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Becca; Chris. Somethings up. 

 

Chris: huh? -lloks up from his snadwich- 



 

Becca; I had this vision last night. I didn't give it too much thought 

today. But I think that one of the guys might be in trouble. 

 

Chris: goody. gues siw on't b eating for a while -puts his sandwitch 

down- lead the way Becca 

 

Becca; You call the guys and tell them to meet us at the lab. I think 

this has someting to do with Chrissy, 

 

CHirs: uhg no sens ein arguing -does so- 

 

-the guys all answer and they go over to the lab- 

 

Justin: so what is this about Becca? 

 

Chris: i couldn't get alhold of Levi 

 

Becca; Shit. Okay. you guy know how slayer have prophetic visions? 

 

-they nod- 

 

Becca; I don't want to really go into details but I think Chrissy is still 

alive. Well not in the physical sense but she's not properly dead. 

 

Justin: fuck 

 



Becca: My sentiments exactly. 

 

Jc: so we need to look for levi then. 

 

-lance looks frantic- 

 

Lance: You don't think she gt him do you? 

 

Chris: she probably did judging by that needle under your chair 

 

Joey: Lance calm down. Maybe one of us should call jones and see if 

he's heard anything. 

 

-Lance sees the needls and jumps back- 

 

-justin inspects it- 

 

Justin: tis empty and if is can this -justin puts a drop fot he liquid and 

puts it int eh scanner- its the memory wiping liquid 

 

Justin: that means she.......... 

 

Becca: So chirssy beat us. 

 

Joey: Justin call jones. 

 

-justin nods and calls him up- 



 

Justin: Jones? 

 

Jones: yes? 

 

Justin: levi has gone missing and we know chrissy is behind it, she 

put the memroy qiping shit into him we ahve the needle to prove it 

 

Jones: -chrissy takes over jones speech- I was wondering what he was 

doing here. Come pick him up. 

 

Chrissy: hook line and sinker 

 

Justin: wait he's there? okay we will is he oaky Jones? 

 

Jones: I don't know. You'd be the better judge of that. 

 

-justin nods and says bye- 

 

Justin: come on we hav eto gog et him 

 

Joey; Okay lets go. 

 

-lance tries to stay calm- 

 

Becca; Just remeber we need to be careful. 

 



Lance; Oh god Levi. Please be okay. 

 

-at building- 

 

Chrissy: this is fantastic. I'll have them all at my feet and under my 

thumb. 

 

-levi was sitting ina chair is eye litterally sort of cloudy- 

 

Levi: who under your thumb master? 

 

Chrissy: No one of your concern yet my pet. 

 

-levi nods and stares at his hands- 

 

Jones: You sick twisted psycho bitch. 

 

Levi: who said that? -looks around the room- 

 

Chrissy: No One pet. -sends pain through jones- 

 

-levi nods and looks at his ahnds. suddenly the doors burst open and 

everyone is standint ehre in costume- 

 

Levi: who are they master? -looks at them all- 

 

-they seee his clouded eyes- 



 

Justin: levi its us! 

 

Chrissy: Well well well. my new pets are here. And they decided to 

play dress up. 

 

joey; Why does Jones have a girly voice? 

 

Lance; Chrissy you bitch! 

 

-levi stands up and goes to jones- 

 

Justin: levi! 

 

Levi: who is Levi master? 

 

Chrissy; Levi is dead. 

 

Levi: ahh. 

 

Chris: your Levi Levi! 

 

Levi: i am Adamantian, a weapon 

 

Chrissy: Don't shout christopher. Now if you'll all get into the 

chambers right there we can get started. 

 



Lance: LEVI SNAP OUT OF IT! -slaps Levi- 

 

-levi punches lance sneding him against the wall- 

 

Levi: I am a weapon and she is my master 

 

Jones; Not for much longer. 

 

Chrissy: You will obey me Jones. 

 

Levi: who is Jones master? 

 

-levi was staring to get confused- 

 

-Jones grips his head and you can see the two battleing personalities 

in his facial expressions- 

 

Jones; I'm the guy who your sadistic bitch of a master took over! 

 

Levi: my master is you but your voice is different 

 

Levi: but you look the same so you are my master 

 

Joey; Okay my brian is comfused. 

 

-jones realizes he can control levi because levi understands they look 

the same- 



 

Justin: me head hurt also 

 

Jones; Levi. Shoot me. Shoot me when I sound diffrent okay. 

 

Levi: okay -picks up a gun- when you sound like wich voice master? 

 

Jones: Like the girl. 

 

chrissy; Quiet! Quiet Jones! 

 

-levi aims and fires at jone's chest- 

 

Levi: master? 

 

Chrissy; GHYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!!-reels 

backwards- 

 

Jones: Good job Levi. 

 

-suddenly they see a ghostly thing rush into levi then levi shakes his 

head grinning- 

 

-chrissy ahs taken over him- 

 

Jones; Damn. -goes unconcious- 

 



-levi shoots jones till he is dead- 

 

Levi: stupid Jones i never should ahve hired him 

 

-it sounds like levi- 

 

Becca; Oh god.  

 

Chris: damn you chrissy! 

 

-levi aims the gun at chris- 

 

Becca: NO! 

 

Levi: i can kill you too 

 

Chris: meep 

 

-Becca gets in front of Chris- 

 

Levi: nwo all fo you into the champer -uses the forse to send them 

intot eh room- 

 

-justin holds jc- 

 

Justin: i'll always love you Jc okay? 

 



Becca: One last kiss Chris? I know i sound really stupid right now but 

I don't know what's going to happen. 

 

-chris kisses her holding ehr tightly- 

 

-lance is in tears looking through the window at levi who is locking 

the door- 

 

Lance; Levi. Please wake up. 

 

-levi looks at lance- 

 

Levi: Levi... it sounds familar 

 

Levi: no it doesn't. now all fo you shut up and it will be quick 

 

Lance; Levi. You're a jedi. You've had your memory wiped. 

 

Chris: i don't think ti was wiped i think it was covered up. we ahve to 

try to get things back up. Guy start telling him different things! 

 

Levi:a ll fo you quiet! -but levi doesn't move- 

 

Jc; You have a hard time dealing with emotions! 

 

Joey: You taught Bri how to play piano. Bri is my daughter. She 

taught you how to make cookies! 



 

lance; you're my boyfriend. 

 

Becca; I used to have acrush on you but you got me out of that. 

 

Justin:y uo got me with jc! 

 

Chris: you got me with becca by having us all hold hands ina circle 

 

-levi nods and seems apined then stern- 

 

Chris: kepp going! you accidetly killed your parents in the 1500's 

because of a bad dream! 

 

Justin: your over 500 years old 

 

Becca; You helped us all with our video training.  

 

jc; You got us all to get over our pasts. 

 

-levi openes the door walking in- 

 

Joey; All your stuff is in a lost that you live in. Its all as old as you. 

 

Lance: You're a billion are. 

 



-levi nods his head smiling then he hodls out his ahnd they all 

suddenly stop breathing- 

 

Chrissy: there is no mroe levi he's gona nd he is mine! 

 

-everyone is kicking wildly- 

 

-suddenly a large falsh of electricty runs through levi and the entrie 

build's lights go out. they begin breathing againa nd they lie there not 

hearing anything- 

 

-when they wake up- 

 

Chris: becca? -its still dark- 

 

Becca; I'm right here. -touches hand- 

 

-chris holds her hand- 

 

Justin: jc is this you? -is feeling a face- 

 

Jc: yeah. 

 

-justin finds his lips kissing them- 

 

Lance; uuuuhhh. 

 



-the lights suddenly come back on and there is levi in the doorway he 

whole body burned including his face. no movement either- 

 

Lance: LEVI! -struggles to his feet going to him- 

 

-he looks like anikin in star wards III- 

 

Justin: that looks familar 

 

joey; yes. Unfortunately. 

 

-lance touches what he believes is levi's hand- 

 

-still holding a gun- 

 

lance; Levi? Are you still alive/ 

 

-no answer- 

 

Lance; Levi? Please baby live. Please. 

 

Chris: lance i think he did that purposly to save us 

 

lance; He has to stay alive. -tears up- He can't die. He just can't. 

 

Justin: lance......... -jc is holding justina nd chris is holding becca- 

 



Lance; Please Levi. Wake up baby! Please wake up! 

 

-he elans down kissing what ever is left of his lips. they taste brunt- 

 

-they can see the metal on his bones here and there- 

 

lance; Goodbye baby. -tears tears and more tears- 

 

-they bsaiclly are falling on hsi chest. alnce puts his face into levi's 

shirt- 

 

Chrsi: why is it his body is burnt but not his clothes? 

 

Becca; I don't know.  

 

Chris: thats odd 

 

-lance's sobs were really loud- 

 

Inner Lance; I'm alone again. I don't want to be alone. 

 

inner lance in levi voice: you aren't 

 

Lance; I am. You're gone. I can't be with you anymore. 

 

inner lance as levi: open your damn eyes 

 



-levi's eyes were staring at lance intencly but not like before- 

 

Lance; Levi? 

 

inner lance as levi: remember when i said i really need my blood to be 

a jedi, and without it i'm basically dead? 

 

-suddenly a hazy figure shows up next to lance- 

 

Lance; uh huh. 

 

Levi: well why don't you go give me some Jedi blood so i can have my 

fucking body back 

 

-the hasy figure is levi- 

 

Justin: LEVI! 

 

Lance; where can I find a dead jedi though? 

 

Levi: lance the metaclorians live in my bone marrow 

 

Lance: Okay. Becca you got a knife with you? 

 

Becca: here. -tosses him one- 

 



Levi: i'm using up the last of my strenght here and what do you think 

your doing? 

 

Lance; Thanks. -Slices his hand open and lets the blood pour inot 

Levi- 

 

Levi: Lance........... -his figure disapears- 

 

Lance; Levi. 

 

-jedi's are complex exepcially one that has gifts like levi- 

 

Chris: amssage his heart get he blood flowing again 

 

Chris: through whatever is left of his viens and shit 

 

-Lance nods and starts doing cpr- 

 

-suddenly the very cripsy levi gasps for breaht and he body shakes 

and it looks creppy as hell- 

 

Justin: buh! -he jumps scared shitless tha happened- 

 

Becca: Damn. 

 

-slwoly the dead skin falls off and justin has to cover his eyes. chris 

goes a littel green- 



 

Becca: cool. 

 

Jc; ewewewewew! 

 

-levi is gasping and his metal finers and feet rattle- 

 

Becca: Stop being wusses. 

 

-the skin begins to form over his body and his organs and alst but not 

least his face regenertates after looking like all muscle. his whole 

body basically rebuilt itself- 

 

Levi: fuck good think i ahve a think skull plus the damn meatl coat or 

else iw ould have died 

 

Levi: tis fucking ahrd to kill a jedi. elave me like that for a few hours 

and i'll loss the alst of my stregth. you caught me like right ont he 

edge of the cliff 

 

Lance: LEVI! -hugs Levi crying onto his shoulder- 

 

-levi hugs him back kissing his neck- 

 

Levi: my memory sort of came back before i did that 

 

Joey; And Chrissy? 



 

Levi: she is very very very dead 

 

Becca: Properly dead. 

 

Levi: i basically had to kill my body 

 

Levi: now all of you cover your eyes -he grabs alnce's face kissing his 

passionetly- 

 

-Becca snuggles her face into Chris's chest- 

 

-chris puts his forehead on her shoulder rubbing her back- 

 

-joey sings mary has a little lamb- 

 

Jc: we need to take care of Jones's body. 

 

-that ngiht then burn his body and put his ashes with brian that is in 

the river that levi enarly died in before- 

 

Levi: you'll be fine Lance right? -he is holding his hand as he snedes 

the ashes out using the forse- 

 

Lance: yeah. I'll be okay. 

 

-levi wraps his arms around lance's neck kissing him- 



 

Levi: good 

 

lance; Much 

 

-levi keeps kissing lance- 

 

-fast forward to sometime in the future of these guys- 

 

Levi: dang that kid grows -a kid who is on fire is running around the 

room- 

 

-another three kids are running around as ice blocks- 

 

-they they form into one then four then one again- 

 

Becca; Chris how much sugar did you give emilie? 

 

Chris: i just split a candy bar between her and scott 

 

Justin: i ahte you chris now he'll never freakin sleep 

 

Becca; ugh. You're not the one dealing with the five year old. and with 

another one on the way. -touches bump- 

 

Jc; Dear god chris you just look at your girlfriend naked and she gets 

preggo. 



 

Levi: at least you guys don't have twins that try to kill the cats 

 

Kitty: MEOW! 

 

-hold two kids in his lap that are making a lamp fly around the room- 

 

Levi: my baby jedi 

 

Joey: Next generation of superfreaks. 

 

-bri is now ten- 

 

Bri; Dad why do I have to hang out with these little kids? 

 

Levi: cause your a super spuer freak 

 

Emilie; I like Brianna. 

 

Angelica/Tyler: us too! -theya re three- 

 

-the ice blocks slipt into five kids- 

 

Scott: us too! -he's four- 

 

Becca: At least we were able to become famous enough to build this 

whole place. 



 

-lance comes in a five eyar old kid on his shoulders- 

 

Jordan: i want donw daddy! 

 

-she pounts on his head- 

 

Emilie; Jordie! Jordie! Let play! 

 

Jordan: down now! 

 

Levi: Lance put the kid donw already before she claws you again 

 

Becca; Didn't she alreayd bite you a couple times? 

 

Lance; yeah. Okay sweetie. -puts Jordan down- 

 

-jordan growles at lance then walks over to emilie playing with her. 

the ice blocks and fire abll come over to going abck to normal- 

 

Levi: dang jordan has an attitue! 

 

Lance; She gets it from her daddy. 

 

Justin: they all look normal now but then look at them -suddenly they 

go fire ball ice block and jordan shoots out metal claws from each 

hand. she was born with the metal- 



 

-the kids in levi's lap jump intot eh middle- 

 

-Bri just sits there- 

 

Justin: super freaks 2! 

 

-they kids grow up and start their own superhero school. Becca ended 

up having a boy. David Garrett Kirkpatrick. Both he and his sister 

were named after famous violinists. jordan became the professor of 

that school. Levi, lance, the twins, and jordan never died. everyone 

else did. it was sad. people cried- 

 

THE END! 

EL FIN! 


